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DR. WAGNER IS STILL UNDER
JEROME'S RAPID
CROSS-FIRE.
Thaw's Mother Was Not Called at
Morning Session—Some Niew
Legal Points.
.New York, March s.—Dr Wagner
was recalled when the Thaw trial
-.opened this mosiing, and his cross-
'examination was mimed by District
Attorney terome.
It ie tirobahk., that Mrs. William
Thais. mother sal Harry Thaw,
take the stand tomorrow for the pur-
pose of doing what she can to save
her son from the consequences of
the act which resulted in the death
of Stanford White. Mrs. Thaw's tes-
timony aan be. of great value except
in so far as it may tend to show
that in his euuth her son, was of a
• 
very nervous tempentment aud that
he suffered from various nervous dis-
eases as a child. It has been said
that she will also testify to a strain
of insanity in her family, but her
evidence in this line eat' be of little
value.
Souse New Legal Palate.
Mr. Dclmas made few objections to
Mr. Jevetaers questions to pt. Wag-
slet Mid there are many
who are following the ease closely
who are of the opinion that the de-
fense win not 9bieci to this line of
questioning, while they will resist
stretitioesly any attempt to show that
Thaw is now Insane, preferring to
take their chances with the jury
rather than with a lunacy commis-
sion The insanity plea allowed them
to put Evelyn Nesbit Thaw's ,tor'
before the jury, and the speculator.
are, many of them, convinced That
this is av ter as the defense hopes
to go with the plea. It is certain
that the defense will take the use
to the jury if it is possible, and will
.,gitt to the last ditch against a hut-
.,ey corennissiOU
Another point titat is being dis-
cussed, is the legal standing of the
marriage between Thaw and
Evelyn Nesbit. Both Dr. Evans and
Dr. Wagner have testified that they
believed Thaw was of unsound mind
when he signed the will and codicil
on the night of April 4. tgo5. This
was the day of the marriage If
Thaw was insane at that time he
was, under the law of Pennsylvania,
incompetent to enter into a contract.
Nriage is under the law a contract,
and if he was insane at the time his
marriage would be void; not voidable
at the pleasure of one of the parties,
hut actually void under the law. This
is only one of the peculiar aspects
of the case which is interesting
• lawyers and followers of the case
in general
ROBBERY NOT A CRIME IF
POLICE KNOW, SAYS JURY
Mrs. Maria Boxicevic Freed With
Her Baby in lodge Olson's-
Court.
TREASURY LOST MILLION'
INSTEAD OF $173,000
Report That Loot Is Larger Than
Expected Denied by Officials.
Chicago, March 5.—A report here
today that $1,000,00o, instead of only
$173,000, had been stolen from the
Chicago sub-treasury was denied to-
night by Sub-Treasurer Boldenweck
and the secret service officials who
are working on the case.
Mr. Boldenweck followed his des
nial, however, with the statement
that the examination by the four IUD SPANN SOAKED
Washington experts who came here
yesterday and are now counting the
funds in the local sub-treasury may
show a variation from the atuouat
made public, $173,000, but lie stated DENNIS
that it was not anticipated that this YEARS
variation, by it either more or less,
will be large.
Iticago, Mlarcb s.—Robbery by ad-
vice of the police is not a crime, ac-
cording to the decision of a jury
in Judge Harry Olson's court yes-
today in the case of Mrs, Maria
.Eosicevic, accused of ribbing Samuel
Selmon, an insurance collector. of $80
en November a? last. Mrs. Bozicevic
faced the jetty holding a tiny infant
an her arms. The evidence showed
that a plot to rob Selmon was form
ed between the woman aild two pol-
ish workers, after Selmon had several
times visited her house with large
rolls of Money. The police learned
-of the plot and advised Selmon to
visit the %lathe as usual, using him
as bait for a trap. The conspirators
bit, the trap shut, and they were
caught, but not before Selmon had
been severely beaten. Because Sel-
mon admitted going to the house
voluntarily and with the expectation!'
of being robbed, the jury decided he
had no claim Their view of the
law was. that robbery must be by
force, and surprise.
ARREST IN LOTTERY CASE
— —
Prominent Resident of Cambridge,
Charged With Conspiracy.
Boston, Mass., March 5.—Frank X.
Fitzpatrick, a prominent resident of
Cambridge, was arrested by govern-
ment cletectives today on a camplaint
from Mobile, Ala., that he conspired
to. violate the interstate commerce
regulations by sending lottery matter
from one state to another,
tisk
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PETIT JURY
iMPANELEO
SWORN IN YESTERDAY AND
STARTED TRIAL 9F
ACTIONS.
DEATH IN WRECK LAID
AT DOOR OF DIRECTORS
Entire Board and President of New
York Central Must Answer.
New York, March 5—The jury in
the coroner's inquest Into the New
York Central wreck on Febenary 16,
when twenty-three persons were
killed, brought in a verdict tonight
holding the operating and conetruc-
tion departments responsible.
The coroner endeavored to get a
recommendation as lo individuals,
but did not succeed.
He then declared that he would
hold the entire board of directors and
the president of the Central, and
parole them until to o'clock tomor-
row.
NUPTIALS UNITED
POPULAR COUPLE
MISS KATIE RICHARDSON AND
MR. OSCAR JONES
MARRIED
The Woman's Club Holds Election
of Officers Tomorrow After-
noon—Social Matters.
Many friends witnessed the cere-
niony at tolo o'clock yesterday morn-
ing that united Miss Katie Lee Rich-
ardson of this city and Mr Oscar
f. Jones of San Bernadino. Cal. The
nuptials occurred at the First Baptist
church, Rev. Calvin M Thompson
officiating.
The ushers were Messrs. P. E.
State, Eugene Richardson, W. W.
Rogers, Durward Sutton, J. C Rog-
cis, of this city, and Mr. Frank
Hecker of St. Louis.
After the wedding the couple held
an informal reception at the Richard-
son home on South Third street, and
then left at noon for California to
make their future home.
The contracting pair are among the
best known and most popular young
people of this city and the west, and
earned with them the well wishes
of all.
The Woman's Club.
At 3 o'clock tomorrow afternoon
at Grace parish house beautiful stere-
optican illustrations depicting art will
be given, and all not members of the
Woman's ckrb will be charged 25
meeting to-
club holds
cents.
Duriipg the business
morrow afternoon the
election of officers.
Delphic Club Elected.
The Delph'ic club yesterday morn-
ing elected officers as follow*: Mrs.
Mildred Davis, president; Mrs. Geo.
C. Wallace, vice-president; Miss
Helen Lowery, secretary and treas-
urer. The programme committee
named is Hrs. Elbridgc Palmer, Mrs.
Edmund Post and Mrs. George
Flournoy. "Egypt" will be studied
next year, and the year-book out by
the end of May when the club disc
bands for the summer.
Missionary Officers.
The Junior Warden Missionary so-
ciety of the Broadway Methodist
church 'has elected the following offi-
cers to serve this year: Miss Adine
Morton, president; Mrs. Wm. Eades,
vice-president; NiGss Elanor Wright,
recording secretary; Mrs. W. H.
Sugg, coresponding secretary; ;Miss
Elizabeth Matin, treasurer; Miss
Luella Smith, agent for The Advo-
cate.
—Engineers M. V. Rucker, Peter
Weldt and R. E. McCarty have re-
turned from. Birmingham, Ala., where
they have been running on the L.
& N. and resumed their old places on
the T C. otrt of here.
$25 FOR WHIPPING WIFE
'REED GETS TWO
IN REFORM SCHOOL
FOR THEFT.
Driskill Manufacturing Company
Filed Articles of Incorporation—
The Courts.
The petit jury was empaneled yes-
terday morning at Benton by Judge
Reed and he is now trying the differ-
ent actions coming before the body.
Nothing of especial note has yet de-
veloped during the opening of the
term.
Chief Deputy Wm. Kidd of the
local circuit clerk's office, yesterday
began entering up the indictments
upon the docket for the erimirsal
session that starts here she first
Monday of next month.
Whipped His Wife.
Bud Spann was fined $35 and costs
yesterday by Justice Charles Emery
on the charge of whipping his wife
at their home in the Tyler section,
just outside of Mechanicsburg.
Given Two Years.
Dennis Reed was ordered sent to
the state reform school for two years
by Judge Lightfoot, in the juvenile
court yesterday afternoon. The
young fellow confessed to stealing
117 from Clarence Dickerson, but
r ilaimed he did it at the instance of
a man who cannot be found.
Still Being Held.
Mary Montgomery, colored, is
held at the county jail, where she
was placed last week, pending an
investigation into her lunacy. In-
dications are that a "screw is loose"
somewhere as regards her mentality,
as she acts very queerly. One night
last week she tried to enter different
home on West Broadway, and the
people had to telephone for the po-
lice to come after her. She was
lodged in the county jail and will be
kept their under surveillance. Symp-
toms indicate that she will have to
be tried lunacy and sent away,
but it may be only a temporary ha!-
but it may be only a temporary aber-
ration she is undergoing, or pos-
siblyanother case of -exaggerated
ego
POOR FARM -
MOVE MADE
YESTERDAY MORNING THE
. INMATES WERE TRANS-
FERRED.
The New Sanitarium is One of the
Finest in the State and Fine
Place for the Poor Charges.
Incorporating Articles.
'The Driskill Manufacturing com-
pany" filed articles of incorporation
yesterday with the county clerk,
capitalizing at $2o,000, the stock be-
ing divided into shares of $too each,
while the highest amount of inelebt-
ednese is to be jtomoo. The com-
pany will make post-hole augurs.
etc., the incorporators, all of whom
take fifty shares of stock each, being
H. R. Lindsey, Charles Alcott. E R
Clark and John W. Bebout.
" License to Marry.
Marriage licenses were issued to
the following: Oscar Burnett and
Pollie Thurston; Robert W. McGee
and Sarah F. Jenkins: Oscar
Bertrand Jones and Katie I.ee Rich'-
ardson.
Property Sold.
Land in the county has been sold
by J. M. McKinney to John Twonley
for $1,482 and the deed lodged yes-
terday with the clerk.
W. C O'Bryan sold to C. A.
Voight for $120 property in
O'Beyan's addition to the city.
Property on Ashbrook avenue was
bought by H. M. Franklin from
James Comey for $t and other con-
siderations.
"NOT ME, TOO—I RESIGN—
IT'S WORST KIND OF LIE."
New York Senator Declares He Will
Not Follow Spoorter's Lead.
Washington, March 5—There was
a rumor circulated in the Capitol just
before the adjotnewnent of congress
today that Senator Thamas Collier
Platt, following the lead of Senator
Spooner, had resigned. Senator
Platt, hearing of the report, autheir-
ized the-Villowing denial"
"It is,a lie; a lie of the worst kind.
There is no truth whatever itt the re-
port."
Nfanager William Thompson of the
cacaoy poor farm, and his charges,
are now comfortably installed in the
handsome new sanitarium erected by
the county officials in the I nnt Oak
section of the county, several miles
south of Arcadia. The transfer was
mafie yesterday morning when the
twenty-eight poor farm inmates were
!noted from the old buildings at the
city limits on West Tennessee street,
and taken to the elegant saniarium
consrueted for their especial care at
the new place.
The new sanitarium is one of the
Fnest to be found anywhere over the
state, costing in the neighborhood of
$ao,000, this including the expense of
the new buildings, the furnishings
and equipment and all other expedi-
tares connected with the place. The
sanitarium is furnished to accommo-
()ate about thirty-five or forty people.
and when he demands increase be-
yond that the needed furniture will
be installed to accommodate the re-
quirements.
Everything in the place ie new,
not an article being taken from the
old poor farm to new sanitarium. The
old grounds and buildings were sold
many months ago to Mr. W. C.
O'Bryan, the real estate dealer, who
cut the place up into city residence
lots and sold them off to different
people. He let the county continue
using the old buildings to house the
Inmates until the new quarters were
completed.
MORNING BLAZE.
Eire Wiped Out Harry Anderson's
Cab Line Office.
Yesterday morning at 5 o'clock a
spark from a defective flue set fire
to the building at 40714 Broadway,
occupied by Harry Anderson, the col-
red cab man. The office is in the
small room between Ellis & Williams'
barber shop and Gilson's paint store,
and by the time the firemen could
extinguish the blaze it had gutted
ti e place. Anderson loses about $25o
wahout insurance, while Captain Wil-
liam H. Patterson, the building
owner, loses Poo, covered with in-
surance. The barber shop was dam-
aged slightly by water and smoke.
W. C. T. U. MEETING,
Weekly Session Tomorrow After-
noon at the Baptist Church—
Other Matters.
The 'W. C. T. U. meets tomorrow
afternoon at 3 o'clock in the lecture
room of the First Baptist church.
The evangelistic department will be
in charge, with Mrs. Julia Myles as
leader.
Rev. J. T. Barbee of Owensboro
preached at the First Christian
church last night. He is synodical
evangelist for the Cumberland Pres-
byterians who refused to unite with
the Presbyterians last year.
The-Grace Church Guild meets at
:30 o'clock this afternoon with Mrs.
Charles E. Richardson of West
liE-oadway.
UNDERWENT
AN OPERATION
MRS. HIRAM SMEDLEY CON-
FINED IN ST. LOUIS
SANITARIUM,
FORTY-NINER, FRIEND OF
KIT CARBON, IS DEAD Switchman M. H. Hogan Had Arm
Broken During Collision in Mem-
& it Leathe of St Louis Was One phis Yards—Other Alibi,,
of doe tozaaDering Mine
toes.
St. Louis, Mo., Maroit 5 —Samuel
If. Leathe, octogenarian millionaire,
died at hit home, 1413 Locust street,
last night of extreme age and com-
plication of diseases. Mr. Leathe was
known as one of the most daring
mining speculators in the west. He
owned more real estate than any
other individual in the city. He lived
frugally and in almost obscurity in an
old time southern mansion. On Jan-
uary 7, Igoe, Mr. Leathe married Mrs
Oscar R. William,, widow of an offi-
cer of the United sates army. In
October, tgoa, Mrs. Leathe filed suit
for divorce. A week later, however,
there was a reconcifiation and Mrs.
Leathe's petition was withdrawn. Mr
Leathe went' to California in Am and
was a friend of Kit Carson.
NEGRO SOLDIER ON
TRIAL FOR MURDER
A telegram received from County
Clerk Hiram Smedley stated that
yesterday morning his wife under- man.
, went an operation at the private sani-
tarium in St. Louis where she was Store Burglarised.
taken last week, and it seemed a Chief Collins yesterday received a
success, as she was resting well. Mr. letter from Sheriff Jesse Grissom of
Smedley accompanied her to that city Carmi, Ill., asking that the pawn-
brokers here be notified to keep a
lookout for a lady's fine gold watch,
and also fine diamond ring that were
stolen along with three checks by
burglars. who Sunday night broke
into R. L. Finch's store at Carmi and
robbed the place. Minute descrip-
tions of the watch and ring were
given so they could be detected at
first glance. Sheriff Grissom believes
the thieves may come this way and
try to pawn the jewelry.
!MILLER'S COIN
COUNTERFEIT
BUT HE WANTED OFFICERS
TO KNOW HE WAS NOT
A "PUSHER.
TURNED SPURIOUS QUARTER
OVER TO THE POLICE
R. E. FINCH'S STORE BURG-
LARIZED AT CARMI, ILL.,
SUNDAY NIGHT,
Man Named McKinney Is Charged
With Mistreating His Wife—
Police Business.
A S. MiiIer ui the county felt re-
lieved yesterday when. be deplarted
from the office of Captain Frank
Harlara and contented himself with
the thought that he had innocently
done nothing to incriminate himself.
He feared an attempt may be nut&
to warrant hint for attempting to
pass counterleit money.
Miller is a well knoan farmer, and
entering the captain's office dropped
a counterfeit quarter on the table,
accompanying this move with the
explanation that he came to the city
yesterday and after taking a drink
at several places, entered Don Gil-
berto's buffet on South Fourth, or-
dered drinks for several and handed
a quarter over the bar. The mixilo-
gist detected its spuriousness im-
mediately, and handing it back in-
formed Miller it was bad coin, and
he had better be careful, as 'he might
be arrested for passing counterfeit
money. The bartender only made
the remark as one of warning, but
Miller got frightened, made a bee-
line for police headquarters and an-
nounced that he wanted to rid him-
self of the coin, which he believed
he hail gotten in change at another
saloon. It was a fine imitation. and
Captain Harlan cut it ni) with a
knife so it cold not be used any,
more, then laid it away in his desk.
Miller had a load on his mind, hut
after unburdening 'himself he went
away with a relieved look, as he is
known to be an honest and straight
last week for treatment of nervous
disorders. It will be a week or Iwo
before they return.
I Broke His Arm,Switchman M. H. Hogan has beenbrought here from Memphis and
placed in the railroad hospital for ,
i treatment of a broken right arm. He '
I was in a collision in the yards of
the Bluff City.
Chicago, March 5.—The trial of
Sergant John A. Griffin of A Troop
of the Ninth Cavalry, colored, for
killing of Corporal Herbert Taylor
at Fort Sheridan last Christmas, was
started with unusual expedition be-
fore Judge Landis in the federal I
court last night. Before court ad-
joterned.a jury had been selected and
attorneys for the United States and
for the defense had eompfeted their
opening addresses.
It was made plain at the outset
that Assistant United States District
Adorney Dobyne wil demand the
death penalty. He characterized the
killing of Taylor as malicious and
premeditated, and rejected all venire-
men with conscientious ecruples
against the death penalty.
WOMAN WHO SWALLOWED
PACKET OP NEEDLES
New York. March 5.—Mrs. Dolly
Duessler, 22 years old, who swal-
lowed a packet of needles several
months ago, is at present under the
treatment, in Bellevue hospital.
I where the surgeon states she hasstill scores of needles in her body.
At the Porde:1m 'hospital, where the
woman. was first treated, five oper-
ations were performed and fifty
needles extricated. Some of the
needles are located as far apart as
back, chest and arms, and it is feared
that two of them, which have travel-
ed to the vicinity of the heart, may
puncture that organ. A charge of
attempted suicide may be made
tagainst the woman,
Operation Successful.
The operation of Mrs. H. T. Brown
yesterday was a success and she is
doing well this morning at Riverside
hospital. She is suffering from ap-
pendicitis, and yesterday the doctors
removed the appendix.
Other Ailing.
Mr. Gus Thompson, the liveryman.
has gone to St. Louis for treatme.nt
for his eyes.
Mr. Ashley Robertson, the leather-
worker and school trustee, is able
to be out after a month's sickness
with pneumonia at his home on Clay
near Tenth street.
Colonel James Lane, the clothier,
is out after a spell of sickness, but
not yet able to resume hi % business 
Add underwent operation 
Gashed His Face,
Master Thompson Rivers, grandson
of Colonel Henry G. Thompson, the
editer, fell yesterday at the Longfel-
low school building, striking the
fence in such a way as to cut a two
inch gash in his face, which was
sewed up by Drs. Rivers and Smith.
The popular little fellow was hurt
quite painfully.
Arm Fraceiped.
Miss Fannie, the daughter of Mr.
S. J. Lanham, fell on South Third
street while out roller skating and
broke her right arm.
—Miss Sallie Thurston and Mr.
Oscar Burnett were married by. Judge
Lightfoot at the courthouse yester-
Husband Arrested.
A man named McKinney %sae an
Ian evening on South Third
street on the charge of whipping his
wife and being drunk. He was up
once before on a similar accusation.
Lieutenant's Hand.
Lieutenant Thomas Potter's right
haat leoks like it has a wenn on it,
as right underneath the thumb and
near the palm it has swollen as large
as a meeliturt sized apple, although
he suffers no pain from it. Several
I nights ago the lieutenant vrae'brush-
I ing the front of hie vest when hishand struck 'the 'hap end of an in-
delible lead pencil in his pocket and
the point pierced the flesh. Yester-
day the hand began swelling at that
place and now resemble, a little bal-
loon. so big it is fle think' the ioaag
of the indelible pencil roust Millakt,
!poisoned the flesh enough to cause
the rising, which he keeps px:nted
with iodine.
License For Dogs.
The police continue telling the
people owning dogs to come to the
city clerk and pay their annual li-
cense on the canines, and as conse.
cif:fence the money has been paid for
/33 male dogs, and eleven females.
Shortly the officers will begin get.
ting warrants for all owners whose
dogs 'have not been tagged and li.
censed.
Fugitive Captured.
'Alonzo Pollard, the darkey c,.
caped wftile working around the
day, county jail several months ago. 
%sae
—Dr. John Hugg and Mr. Elmore recaptured at Princetonand 
brotrght
Townsend have secured the privilege back here to serve ont his time 
Mon-
to run a soda fountain, refreshment day. He was doing time for a
 mis.
and lune% stand at the pack this i demeance when allowed to he a try*.
year, ft • and escaped.
e
"Ow
a•
the Ward Modulo
on
the political eame
By Louis P. Dead
"Do you know," said the man who
tarries the 'Steenth Ward in his
•
'Watch l'ocket, "I opine there will be
some very large and careless doin's
in this village, politically prognosti-
catin'.
"Indeed?" replieg the Average Cit-
izen, who didn't have a Dope Sheet,
"What is the System?"
"Say, that's easy! Didn't you
read in Ali' papers the other day that
the rare for Mayor was beginning to
sit up and take notice. Besides that,
there's several other Uncut Cocoa-
nuts and Lemons on the Pie Counter,
and you are goin' to see a grand
scramble on the part of the boys
uith the Salve and Velvet to pose as
Saviors of the People. There will
be more Patriots made in the next
few weeks than ever fought at Bunk-
er Hill. Every mother's son of 'em
has always been on the Head End
of the Reform Movement, but owiu'
to their Innate Modesty they hate
refrained up to thisoime from putting
the dear people wise. And most of
'em have succeeded in keepin' the
matter out of the papers, too.
"To th' man, they profess to be will-
ing to abide by the Will of the Peo-
ple. That is, now. When they have
'been presented with a Lemon tit'
-aize of a Florida grapefruit they get
as sme on the Proletariat as Ben
"Thum is on the Nigger Question,
and w.II tell you they always believed
the voters were Fools, and now they
know it.
"The man who draws the Big
Ben on promises to serve faithfully
the interests of the Citizenship wakes
up in a Trance the day alter th'
Clerk gets his Initials down on the
Pay-roll. and immediately discovers
that it is Detrimental to the Business
Interests or some other Interest to
k' certain things the people desired
Almighty Bad and thought they were
so ming Ile resigns his job as Pilot
of the Reform Wing to his Logical
Successor. with a quiet tip that by
Proper Manipulation the Bean can
Again be removed from under Both
Shells.
"Then there's th' friends of th' Sue-
ceisful Candidate. They all work
their heads off to get him out of th'
Retirement in which he has intrench-
eil his Administrative Ability and
tireat Popularity, under the pretense
that he will have a Walk Away, and
that Three Card Monte would be
about as difficult as winning at Pok-
er compared with his Cinch. He
stands for it, and announces that is
response to th' almost Unanimous
Demand of th• Party be lias consent-
ed sen allow his name to he used.
‘Vhile 'he is not intimately acquainted
with the Dealer, he believes th'
Game will be on the Level. He also
throws in a few 4nanias Stunts about
his Derotion to the Cause of th' Great
Common People. which costs him
Five Cents a Line.
"His friends then begin ten tell him
about th' Strong Opposition that is
developing in the Twenty-third Ward
and that So-assd-So, on the North
Side. is bein' implored to run. They
mention Casually that if they bad
the use of about so much Velvet the
Twenty-third could be handled, and
that if they are given permission to
promise So-and-So's second cousin a
job where there is noth,in' to do but
Sign Receipt. for his Salary they
can also take care of Him. The Can-
didate falls.
• "Then there's the man who has
Always worked in his precinct on th'
day of 01' Primary, and who knows
every Voter in th' Ward And th'
chances are he does. The only trou-
ble is the voters generally know him.
This costs Ten. And it don't take a
Professor of •Drad Languages to mul-
tiply this by th' number of precincts,
either. Then there's th' Town Char-
acter. in dual personality. He never
voted in his life, and is not even Reg-
istered. But he knows th' game. He
has lived all his life in the Same
Ward, and has Much Influence. A
gallon on VW day of th' Primary
could be used to Great Advantage, if
placed right. And it is. Four beans
7710Te.
"About this time the Candidate
discovers that his Wife and Daugh-
ters have always bought their cloth-
ing from the Wrong house. This
can he remedied, though, by the ap-
propriation of abotst a Hundred for
the Dependents to spend down at
.Blank's Emporium. Incidentally, th'
dressmakers all - have Democratic
Nushands. who might be Inflnenced.
"The Opposition is not yet Concil-
iated. kr, th• same night the Rival
Candidate, who never had a Look In,
tells what lie knows of th' Private
'Life of His Opponent. The Candi-
date never knew It was as Bad as
That before. He gets to st'aying up
at Nights. Also to Staying In when
ilia 'hand isn't worth it. Then he
takes a Fresh Grip on things and
-needs a Nerve Stimulant. T11.
 
th
Op-
position en says he *tea; k,
whielt he disproves with Afficlitrits
'from the Other Guys who were in th'
Game.
"He Ziseovers at this juncture
that he needs More Money, andeohatif 'he don't get it, th' Oppo.ition willMoo Up with him. He borrows /he
price of a White Steamer from his
Friend, th' Leadin' Banker, and pays
Twelve Per Cent for the use of it.
"The day of the Primary lie is
Rather Busy. He gets tip in th'
morning, takes three Ilighballs and
two Country Toddies, and Starts.
He forgets to leave his Purse at
Home and gets Touched Four Times
in One Block. He arrives at His
Precinct, and his Chief Adviser Tells
him gently that th' Opposition will
carry it 'Two to One. This is to
Cheer Iliin Up. Ile votes, with a
strong suspicion that he will need
that Wasted Suffrage before night.
"He never knew here were so many
Voters in town before. Especially so
litany who were Against }inn. His
Friends are very busy fishin' the day
of th' Primary, or else they have
Sick Wives.
"He don't eat any" Lunch. He
manag:s to keep up Steam, though,
by occasional trips to th' rear door of
h' Corner Pharmacy.
"Th' polls close. He stands on
be Corner, 'ti-yin' to wear a Look of
Satisfaction. Every man who voted
or th' Other Fellow seems to have
a Fondness for th:it Corner, and He
s Very Lonely. Th' returns are
low gettin' in, and at supper time
here are still Several Precincts to
hear from, and his Friends are pre-
dicting the Probable Majority %his
opponent will get in these Ottlying
Districts. These observations arc
made to Cheer the Candidate.
"Finally, about th' time his Wife
ekpliones htm to come to Breakfast,
Result. is announced. He has won
on the Face of the Returns, but then
his Advisers say th' Opposition will
Contest. This is also, to make th'
Candidate Happy.
"He goes Home to get Acquainted
with his family, and has th' Doctor
with him for th' next Ten Days. A
rip is advised. He most be Very
Quiet. This costs Two Hundred.
"Then th Party Nfanagers tell
him what his Assessment will be for
le General Campaign Another
WItite Steamer.
"He beats the candidate of the
Other Party, and then retires to his
Home to receive the Complaints of
th' Faithful who have Friends in
need of Positions. It it then lie
learns he was elected Unanimously.
"He serves his term, with credit
That all the credit' he can get, for
the Salary don't fit with the Expend,-
itures. •
"Al the end of tli' Term 'he retires
to Private Life, avoiding th' Bank-
ruptcy Court if he can, and tries to
get a Fresh Start.
"I'll tell you, Ws a Great Game."
concluded the Ward Worker. "but
no one but an Eskimo can stand the
Frost."
"OOM PAUL'S" NEPHEW
STRANDED IN HENDERSON
Valiant Veteran of Boer Corrunandcs
Was in That Kentucky
City.
Home
Cure
for
Women
WRITE US FREELY
and frankly, in strictest confidence, telling all your
troubles, and stanng your age. We k send )0UTILE ADVICE, in plain sealt\1 en% elope, and a a F..
ua ble 64—page Book on "Halite Treatment for Women.'
Address: Ladles' Ad% Isory 1)epartment, TheChattanooga Mediciiie Co.. Chattanooga, Tenn.
ON
If You Fear
the ordeal of describing your sickness by word of mouth, why not try
the Cardui Home Treatment, and see if it will not help you, as it did
Mrs. Ellen Gilbert, of Villa Ridge, Ill., who writes: "I sulered from
female trouble and those choking, fainting spells. I was very nervous,
and grew weaker and weaker. Friends came to see me die, but I
began to take
wiO"F CARD Woman'sRelief
which relieved me right away. Now I am getting along fine and recommend it to all
my friends." The merits of Cardui, as a reliable and effective remedy for all the dis-
eases peculiar to women, have been known for the past 50 years. It is a pure and non-inttxicating preparation of vegetable Ingredients, having a peculiar curative effect on thefemale organs and functions. Cardul has been found to relieve pain, regulate fitfulfunctions and restore the disordered org.ns to health. Try it.
At Every Drug Store In $1.00 Bottles
EVENING WITH MIGHT CLOSE
THE DOCTORS HIS REVIVAL
PHYSICIANS MET LAST NIGHT REV. W. H. PINKERTON MAYWITH DRS. SMITH AND BRING SEDALIA MEET.
RIVERS. ING TO CLOSE.
At Lauisville Today the State Board Rev. W. E. Cave is Able to Be UpOf Health Takes Up Charges But Not Yet Recovered—Do-Against Doctors. nated an Organ.
Drs. Horace
Smith had the
Medical society to meet with them
last evening at their office above Gil-
bert's drug store at Fourth and
Broadway. Dr. W. J. Bass presented
"Anaesthesia" while Dr. J. II. Acrce
lectured on "The Anatomy of the
Heart" and Dr. L. E. Young on
"Physology of the Heart." .
Try Physicians,
Dr. W. F. Rudd of Fulton and Dr.
Sarah Murphy of Louisville ar, to
be tried todajr at Louisville by the
state board of health on the charge
of performing criminal abortions.
I Dr. Rudd is well known in Paducah
Iwitere he often comes on business,
whiff. nr. Ir.scrih• is known onlv by
reputation. She is The female 'doctor
in "hose entice was found the dead
body of 4he girl two months ago,
the deceased once being thought to
be a Paducah girl, but developed to
be Miss Kittle O'Brien of another
part of the state.
It seems that since charges were
preferred against Dr. Rudd addi-
-nal c.nes have been lodged.
it's a long call from the Transvaal
colony to the state of Kentucky, and
the translation is rarely met with.
Some of Henderson's citizens have
found their way to South Africa, but
tery few indeed have ever returned
the compliment. says the Henderson
Journal.
Saturday last, for a short while.
one of the many nephews of Oom
Paul Kreiger, late president of the
Transvaal republic, an irreconcilable
enemy of the British, spent a few
hours in Henderson. Like his dis-
tinguished uncle, Dr. De Wall. at the
close of the war, refused to acknowl-
ede the supremacy of the red-coats,
and finding his patrimony devastated
and his household goods scattered.
/MR ever since remained in exile. This
very stubbornness and unwillingness
to recognize accomplished facts is
characteristic of the old Dutch hero,
and it is natural that his immediate
relatives should take pride in emulat-
ing his example.
Dr. De Wall could return to 'his
trirfroe country and there occupy an
honorable position as have the Boer
generals DeWet and Delary, and in
so doing might make himself a valu-
able factor in the period of recon-
struction. The doctor is a man of
letters and of learning, a medical man
who has served with distinction, who
has seen his property devastated and
wlio cannot overtome the bitterness
and rancor of defeat. Paul Kruger
died of a broken heart in the South
of France. but his nephew will work
out his salvation under the Stars and
stritte*. Ile proposes to deliver a
series of lectures, for whic work be
is eminently qualified' as well by edu-
cation as by natural gifts. lie has
studied "for the ministry, he holds a
medical degree, his experiences have
been varied, and he is, withal, a man
Of the world. It is a pity to see so
good a man in so bad a fix; and it is
to be hoped that he may include Hen-
derson as he proposes to include Ev-
ansville in the sphere of 'his cam-
paign.
Dr. De ,Wall left for Evansville
Saturday afternoon.
Newspapers and Doelnees.
In Butte, Mont., a strike caused
the suspension of every newspaper in
the city. Not only was a large pay-
roll thus closed for the time being,
but the secondary effect on business
was more serious than this curtail-
ment of purchasing power.
Modern business depends for its
life on advertising, and prevalent
methods of advertising are possible
only because of the varied and com-
bined rrechanical facilities of the
daily newspaper.
The elaborate and specific an-
nouncements of the features of every
store and even every department
could not have been produced until
we had the modern methods for mak-
ing illustrations and modern display
type aided in the minor features by
the typesetting machines.
So accustomed are we to things as
they are; so promptly does our Am-
erican community absorb new ideas
and forget they are new that we for-
get how much we owe the inventor
until there is some disaster like a
strike or an earthquake; then in bus-
iness and at home we see how diffi-
cult it is to get on without electricity,
the telephone, the street car and the
n ewspaper.
Few merchants realize that without
The newspapers their business organ-
ization would have to be changed
from the ground up.
A dispatch from Butte telling of the
strike says: "Some of she large de-
partment stores which carried page
advertisements in the 'papers claim
their business has fallen off Go per
cent . 'and' some other lines of busi-
ness, like dentist', jewelers, etc.,
have almost entirely been wiped out.
Merchants have been trying Ito meet
the situation by advertising in the
dailies of Helena and. Missoula and
circulating them in Butte, but with
unsatisfactory results."
Merchants may do without one or
the other newspaper and reach out
by other means for supplementary
aid. hut a city without a neutpaper
will soon be a city without a mod-
ern reTail store.—Eouisville Post.
Lingual.
_ "(Chicago News.)
Talk is cheap, yet some people use
extravagant language. .
Rivers and L. L. 'Rev. W II. Pinkerton continues to
McCracken County' have great success with his protract-
ed meeting lie has been bolding for
several weeks at the Christitn
church at Sedalia, Mo. A large ions-
ber of conversions have been made
during the past month. He thinks
of closing the meeting next Sunday
and then returning to Paducah, tut
this week's results will show wheth-
er the revival will be ended.
Getting Better.
Rev. \V F.. Cave is able to be up
after his attack of sickness, but is
still quite weak. He expects to be
able to till his pulpit neer! Sunday at
the First Presbyterian church.
Donated an Organ.
Mr. W. T. Miller & Brother, the
music dealers, yesterday made the
Salvation Army workers of 130
Broadway, a present of 3 fine organ
in order that they can hate music
during their preaching; and other
services at the hall. They have been
tenting a piano from Mr. Miller but
he sold it, and this leaving the Salva-
tionists without an instrument, the
Messrs Miller donated them a hand-
some organ for which he workers are
very appreciative
DANGHTER OF DR.
JOHN YOUNG BROWN
HAS NARROW ESCAPE
An X-ray Was Used to Locate the
Lost Pin in Child's Throat.
•
St. Loms, March 5.—The mother's
wit of Mrs. John Young Brown, wife
or the superintendent of the city hos-
pital, coupled with the expertness of
Dr. John A. James, saved the life of
Evelyn D. Brown, the superinten-
dent's IS-months-old daughter, yes-
terday when the child swallosted an
open gold brooch pin.
The pin was abstracted without in-
juring the baby.' although she bled
somewhat, after .it had been drawn
from her aesophagus. into' which it
had lodged within a few inches of the
stomach.
The little girl swallowed the piece
of jewelry while her mother was
dresAng her. The baby uttered no
outcry, but Mrs. Brow-n suddenly
missed the pin and became alarmed.
She called her husband and they
searched carefully for the trinket.
,Mrs. Brown insisted that the child
must have swallowed the pin. and
Dr. Brown summoned Dr. James
horn the Carleton building. Little
Evelyn's father also took an X-ray
photograph of the baby's stomach
which confirmed the mother's fear.
By means of reflected light, and a
pair of long, rine pinchers, Dr. James
deftly removed the obstruction. The
pen wag swallowed at 9 o'clock and
the entire operation was over by ro
o'clock.
Evelyn was the first child horn in
the new city hospital.
To a Dictionary.
(Washington Star.)
It seems, in sooth, a futile mass
Of print that you're displaying,
There are so many words, alas!
And so few things lvorttrh saying.
Same Here.
(New York Herald.)
After a look at the city's streets
one isn't astonished when told .that a
IA's-kw- from Mud Flats, Nev., "felt
right at home" in New York
Big 13argaino in
Wall Paper
Now is the rime to Buy Ie;
v
Mall paper
Ole have the largest line of up-to-date wall paper
in the city and ot the most striking prices
icture
frames
6‘ Picture
0 frames
Lee
or Tour p:cture frames
315 BROADUIRT
GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO.
Capital stock
Surplus
$100,000
$34,000
Interest paid on time deposits. Prompt attention given
to business intrusted to us.
G. W. ROBERTSON, Prest. N. W. VAN CULIM, Cashier.
306 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Both Phones, No. 890.
INSURE NETIT11---"Iii
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency0
Office 106 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Resi4ence 1696
FREE
•
From Isaac Shelby to 1.C. W. Beckham
amemsmaser au. (yr seemmtemais
KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS
Ma First Time Th•Ir Pictures Have Ever
B•sn Published. FREE
The Evening Post has for severs1 years .4esvored to secure pie, lift4 of all Rent tick vGovernors and has at last succeeded to av...,nag them through the assistance of the Ken-tucky ktate Historical Society. •
In order to place these pictures in a permanent form, they hare been arranged in asEntrap in an ap-ta.datis Atlas showing, Kentucky with the latest census, pictures ofall the presideatabf the United States. Rulers and Flags of •11 nations, itesniship rotates,rtatistical data, history of the kusari•Jspnn War. A/ao laic maps of the United sta%es, p15 _am Canal, Paden and Western Hemisphere, rt-ports of the last thtee national censussad much other historiail information.
This salvo* and valuable Atlas is FRE@ toNALL evErvitimo post strogcRieeis.If not now • subscriber send gt m for a full year's rrubseription by mail or yi.os for sizmonth's subscription. Understand that these rates are by mail only and that the sub-scription price by carrier or agent is to cents per week.
The Evening Post publishes six or more edition.; daily and the latest edit ion is sent toeach reader according to the time that it•will teach them.
The Evening Pod is first in everything and ha• the most State news and bestmarket reports.
Poe all the people and against the grafter
Independent 111 ways.
Pat the Home.
MR EU/adrift Plitt Lowavit.t.a, KY,
Advertise .in he Register and get results
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Blew's • Pharmacy Makes Two Srcial Remedies
WHICH AILE DISPENSED UPON ABSOL TE GUARANTEE WHEREVER SOLD
These are LED GUM COUGH SYRUP, a cure when others
fail, and SLEW'S STOMACH TABLETS, the cure for indi-
gestion. Both conform to Uncle Sam's Pure Food & Drug Act
111111•111.11P ..MEN10111.. 411.1.•
SOLD IN
PADoC..H BY
BRING SUIT AGAINST INJUNCIIU
• EVERY ONE OF BANKS UISSULVE0
St
•
.4
REFEREE BAGBY DIRECTS TRUSTEE CECIL REED TO HAVE
REHKOPF FIRM BOOKS EXAMINED AND SUIT BE
BROUGHT AGAINST EVERY BANK WHERE IT IS SHOWN
THAT A USURDOUS RATE OF INTEREST HAS BEEN CHARG-
ED BY THE BANKS AGAINST THE FIRM—ELIAS HOPKINS
CASE ADJOURNED OVER UNTIL SATURDAY — REFEREE
GOES TO SMITHLAND TO TAKE UP THE FOLEY AND NEL-
SON PROCEEDINGS.
.1 detailed anation will dispel
the impression that the American-
German National bank alone is the
nee that Referee Bagby of the bank-
isn't court ordered Wit filed against
by Trustee Cecil Reed of the E. Reh-
ltepf Saddlery company in the United
States court. The referee ordered the
trustee to employ Professor John D.
Smith and Miss Donegan to go over
the 'Rehkopf firm books and find out
sssry bank that had charged this firm
above the legal rate of six per cent
on money the firm borrowed of the
banks. Suits are to be filed by the
t.sistee against every bank for just
double the amount of all money the
Rettkopf firm paid the financial insti-
tutions under an illegal rate of inter-
est. The firm did business ASO all
the banks in tins city, also some at
'Marion, Ill., Jackson, Tenn. and M•
tropolio, Ill . and the banks the ex-
amination of the books develops
charged interest higher than allowed
by law will have wits instituted
against them for recovery of double
the amount paid them.
The ja8.000 claimed due from the
'Ainerlean•German National bank is
based on the sworn statement of the
lulu that this financial institution
charged illegal interest to one-half
that sum during the past two years.
The hank claims it did no such a
thing. If the books show it did, the
amount to be sued for recovery will
be the Soft.000. while all the other
banks will have to pay back double
hatever amount is shown they
harged at the usurious price.
Mr. Smith and Miss Donegan start
work on the books in a few days
The referree yesterday directed the
American-German National bank to
make :a report by next Monday of
all moneys it had collected on its
business with Rehkopf. Aftsr this
statement is filed the referee will
Mar W. Whittemore
Real tstate Aocacy
Paducah Real Estate. Western Ken-
tucky Farms.. Easy Monthly Pay-
ruent Lots for Investment. Western
Kentucky Real Estate journal and
Price List Free to Everybody. Send
far it. Office Fraternity Building.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE, Padu-
cah. Ky.
TIE NEW An ENLARGED EDITION OF
WEBSTErS INTERNATIONAL
• DICTIONARY •
Iseels Voesbalary. it i.tbemt *vir-
tu.' In ante and content*, Intk•Inualy 111,
WU% I to eirlade corruptiorle of dr....1
tinge, and to avoid unIntelligibie I.. k-
olealltire.
hassle in Arrangement. F.aeli wont IA'
Wins a paragraph In its °mot Mph& 4't-
soul plate antis re*itiy taught by thee)..
'fuels in Etymokiglet. Theta are eog.i-
pieta *i4 I( *Mille, and esetindy the rs-t
rtaidteof philology. They arenotscrimped
or crowded Into obeeure places.
!keels In Pronunciation whkh Is indi-
cated lq respelling with the diarritleally
marked letters used in the schtiolisio;sa,
the sounds of which aro taught in t
public lichooli.
Ixeels in Definitions. They are clear,
terse, yet vompiete, and are given in the
order In welch the word has acquired its
Mades of meaning. Many of the dellni-
times art illustrated.
*MU La Its Appendix which Is a peeked
storehouse of useful know ksIge.
*Seel' M $ Working Dictionary. No
other book embodies so much useful In-
k fOTISitiOil, or is ao indhmensabie in the
nbouse, study, school, or °flee. 1111
The International has 2350 quar-
to pages with WOO illustrations.
25,000 new words have recently
been added and the Gazetteer of
the World, and Biographical Dic-
tionary have been completely re-
metrised under the supervision of W.
T. Harris, Ph.D., LLD., U. S.
Commissioner of Education.
PR U— "A Test in PrenUnetatkra.“ in-
is.structire and entertaininfr
afar t=dhoples=Alen wits
srpa. & 0. MERRIAM CO.,
a• Punusames.
4 aPRINOP1ELD, NAM
Ilr 
then decide to whom goes some
money in controversy.
Hopkins Litigation.
The referee yesterday adjourned
over until Saturday the binkrupt
petition of Elias S Hopkins of Callo-
way county. At that time lie takes
up the request of the trustee that the
Liner be permitted to withdraw the
petition be filed heretofore, wherein
hc asks for permission of the referee
o sell some of flopkine property.
Goes to Snaithland.
Referee Bagby goes to Smithland
tomorrow to hold the first meetings
of creditors in the bankrupt cues of
Dr. Jesse D. Foley of that city and
W. H. Nelson and Sons of Hamp-
ton. Livingston county. The credi-
tors will at this meeting select the
trustees to have charge of the re-
spective estates while the business is
being wound up for benefit of the
creditors
MEN LIE TOO MUCH
WHILE COURTING
Women Are Guilty of The Offense—
Rev. W. G. Archer Talks.
In the insincerity of young people
during the courtship period Rev. W.
G. Archer, in a sermon delivered at
Jefferson avenue C. P. church IAA
night, professed to find the cause of
unhappy marriages. He spoke on the
subject, "Man, the Sweetheart," and
was listened to by a packed house.
His theme he illustrated by many
pnactical and afplicable incidents
which drove home the truth of his
conclusions.
Mr. Archer portrayed the charac-
ter of the young man who approaches
his courting days and said that man's
best interests center about this pe-
riod of life. lie declared that no man
has a right to offer himself to a
young woman 'n marriage unless he
himself is pure in heart. He has no
right to demand what he cannot give.
The offerings laid upon the altar of
love should be mutual and equal
There phould be but one standard
of life for both.rnen and women, said
titr. Archer. Society is too prone to
justify the wrong doings of a man
tmdersp‘cious pleas, and, on the oth-
er hand, to require women to live
up to a higher standard. The man
who does wrong should be *fa)l
with publicly and socially the same
as a woman. Any other view than
this is unchristian, thether it be the
common practice or not.
The speaker lamented the usual
procedure of parents when asked by
a young man for the hand of their
daughter. They investigate his so-
cial standing first and thus become
acquainted with his reputation. They
look ino his finances secondly and
are made are of his business abil-
ities. Often the investigation stops
at 'this pointillthesie two requirements
are found satisfactory. The real man,
his moral and religious character, ie
passed over. If this marriage proves
unhappy, the parents of the girl are
to blame. They judged by false and
deceptive standards, Instead of look-4
ing into the true life of the young
man who applied for a place in their
family circle.
Marriage is often approached in
too light and insincere a 'manner, ae-
serted Mr. Archer. He said that if
there was ever a time in a man's
life, or in a woman's life, when they
ought to sail under their true colors,
and put aside levity and dissembling,
it is during their sweetheart days.
Above all things should be put the
truth. The evenings spent in each
other's company before smneriage
ought not to be for the sole purpose
of mere enjoyment and attempted
brilliance in conversation, but they
should be a study of home-making.
/Any people stood in the Sunday-
school room and hallway during 'the
sermon.—Evansville Courier.
Will Find It.
(Cleveland Leader.)
Tons Watsog is to start a chain
of newspapers through the South, to
be edited from Alanta.. Tons always
was looking for trouble.
The less reasonable a scheme is
the easier it is to get men to invest
in it L
BIG LIQUOR CASE FROM
CADIZ DECIDED IN CIR-
CUIT COURT.
Last Saloon Closed—Cadiz Bar and
City Officials Had Large
Delegation.
Hopkinsville, Ky., March 5.—An in-
junction suit from Cadiz, involving
the validity of a contract between
the city council of Cadiz and F. M.
Mitchell, a saloon-keper, was decided
in circuit court yesterday, in favor
of the city, and the injunction seek-
ing to restrain the city from en-
forcing the contract was dissolved
and an appeal taken. On July co,
1906, the council granted Mitchell
a licenses for one year, but required
him to sign a contract to surrender
same at the expiration of other li-
cense then in force. The other two
saloons closed March 2, prohibition
having carried in that county.
Mitchell declined to close, but got
out an injunction restraining the coun-
cil from revoking his license. He
was represented by Jas. B. Garnett,
G. P. Thomas and R. A. Burnett.
The city was represented by Judge
Robt. Crenshaw and Dowster di Rus-
sell. of this city.
The court said the validity of the
contract limiting the license was the
only question involved and was a
close one. lie said he would dis-
solve the injunction and give the
court of appeals a chance to decide
at once on appeal, whereas to make
it permanent would continue the
saloon pending appeal, contrary to
the wishes of the people as expressed
at the polls.
Other Cadiz people here were City
Marshal Davis, Dan Grinter, Gar-
land Jefferson and John W. Kelly.
COUNTERFEITING LOST
ART, SAYS SWINNEY.
LANG BROTHERS
Little Bogus Money Now Manufac-
tured in Arneric•--Farnous
Monroe Hundred.
There is one lost art among crimi-
nals, one trade which United States
secret service men have seemingly
wiped out, to the very last man.
This is the art of counterfeiting cur-
rency. Kansas City bank officials
my Om for eight years not one spu-
rious bank note worthy of passing
comment has been handled in the
money world. They declare that the
day of the successful counterfeiter
has come to an end, says the Kansas
City Star.
"Not a bank note which fools the
experts is on the market," said E. F.
Swinney, president of the First Na-
tional bank. "There is counterfeit
currency, plenty of it," he said, "but
it', a kind detected almost at a
glance. Inspection of it quickly re-
veals the flaws. Usually the work is
chunsy. Be' not since the notorious
gang in Philadelphia which made the
fimoue Monroe hundred was wiped
out has there been a really clever
countefeiter at work. At least, we
have no record of any.
"The 'Monroe hundred' was a $too
silver certificate with the face of
President Monroe stamped upon it.
It was of a series of 1891, check let-
ter D, Tillman register, Morgan
treasurer. It was an absolutely per-
fect counterfeit. Experts, in the
treasury department were fooled by
it. The notes became so numerous
and were accepted so extensively
that, the government called in its en-
tire issue of the bill, amounting to
several million dollars. Even now a
Monroe hundred is occasionally pick-
ed up and it is almost impossible Ito
tell whether it is genuine or not.
"The only difference between the
genuine bill and the counterfeit was
in the shape of the figures 3 and 4
and the length of the bill. In the
figure 3 the lower loop did not extend
up so far toward the center of the
figure as it should 'have extended.
In' the figure 4 the space between
the base and the center cross line
were narrower than it should have
been.
"The gang which made the Mon-
roe hundred was arrested in Phila-
delphia in 1899. The plates were
recovered and the counterfeiters. sede
tcnced to long terms in prison.
A Condition of Doubt.
(Washington Star.)
"Remember," said the lawyer, 'you
have undertaken to tell nothing but
the truth."
"I'll do my best," answered the ex-
pert witness, "but I will not know
how far I have succeeded until I am
through wltit the cros$-exarnitratiOn."
F6 [MAN MEANT
TO HAhlYi NONE
TAYLOR SHOWED HE USED
WOOD, BUT IT BROKE
IN TWAIN.
William Albritton Gets Continuance
Until Monday of Cutting Charge
—Police Court.
Walter Taylor, foreman of the
Dixie Mills company, of Eighth and
Norton streets, was dismissed by
Judge Cross in the police court yes-
terday morning of the charge of ma-
licious mischief. He was charged
with driving the sharp pointed nail
into the banister at the mill, where
Maple Abernathy slided down the
banister and snagged a hole in 'his
abdomen on the nail. Taylor showed
that he objected to the boys employ-
ed at the mills sliding down ;:e: ban-
isters from the second to the first
floor for fear they would injure
themselves. He drove the nail
through a piece of wood to the ban-
ister so as to prevent the boys slid-
ing down. The wood broke in two
and, Taylor went to get another piece
when young Abernathy made the se-
rious slide and ,hurt himself before
Taylor could get back. The court
then dismissed the warrant.
The malicious cutting charge
against William Albr'tton was contin-
ued until next Monday. He is ac-
cused of cutting Levi Calhoun, col-
ored: during a fight on Kentucky av-
enue near First street.
Roy Thomson was fined $t and
costs for being drunk and disorderly.
The charge of carrying concealed
weapons against Edwin Peak was
continued until today.
Mary Elliott was fined $to and Lu-
cy Tyler dismissed of the breach of
peace charge against them.
WHEN SERVING EGGS.
Mattil Efingeru6 Co.
Undertakers and Embalmers.
LSO S. TIIIRD 8 CREPT: ADUOLII:elEY
ACCID[NI INSURANCE
Oro L Weil & Co
COVERS A L L ACCIDENTS
Travelers Insurance Co.
BIGGEST AND OLDEST. IN WORLD
Office Phone 369: Both Residence: 726
CAMPBtli PUILDINF
Some New Methods of Cooking
That are Worth Trying.
Eggs a la Suisse.—Four eggs, one
half a cup of cream, one tablespoon
batter, two tablespoons grated
cheese. salt, pepper, cayenne. Heat
a small omelet pan, put in butter and
when melted add cream. Slip in the
eggs one at a time, sprinkle with salt,
pepper and a few grains of cayenne.
When whites arc nearly firm sprin-
kle with cheese. Finish cooking and
serve on buttered toast. Strain the
cream over the toast.
Eggs a la Buckingham —Make five
slices milk toast and arrange on a
platter. Use recipe for scrambled eggs,
having the eggs slightly underdone.
Pour eggs over toast, sprinkle with
four tablespoons grated mild cheese.
Put in oven tc melt cheese and finish
cooking eggs.
Eggs a la Finnoise.—Have ready a
shallow pan two-third, full of boil-
ing salted water, allowing "-c-half
tablespoon salt to one quart of wa-
ter. Put two or three butte-t•e. muf-
fin pans in the water. Break each
egg separately into a cup and care-
fully slip into a muffin ring. The wa-
ter should cover the eggs. When
there is a film over the top and the
white is firm carefully remove with
a buttered skimmer to circular pieces
of buttered toast and cover with a
tomato sauce, seasoned with salt and
pepper and butter.
Shirred eggs—Butter an egg sirer,
cover bottom and sides with fine
cracker crumbs. Break an egg into a
Shirred eggs.—Butter egg shiner,
Cover with seasoned buttered crumbs
and bake in a moderate oven until
white is firm and crumbs brown. The
shirrers would be placed on a tin
plate that they may be easily remov-
ed from the oven.
Eggs in Tomatoes.—Cut a slice
from stem end of tomato, scoop out
the pulp, slip in an egg, sprinkle with
salt and pepper, cover with buttered
crumbs, and bake.
Eggs a la Goldenrod.—Three hard
boiled eggs, one tablespoon butter,
one tablespoon flour, one cup milk,
one-half teaspoon salt, one-eighth
teaspoon pepper, five slices toast,
parsley. Make a thin, white sauce
with butter, flour, milk and season-
ing!. Separate yolks from whites of
eggs. Chop whites finely and add
them to the sauce. Cut four slices
of toast in half lengthwise, arrange
on platter and pour over the sauce.
Force the yolks through a potato ric-
er or strainer, sprinkling over the
top. Garnish with parsley and re-
maining toast cut in points. .
Egg Farci.—Cut hard boiled eggs
in halves crosswise. Remove yolks
and put whites aside in pairs. Mash
vas and add equal amount of cold
cooked chicken or veal fltiebt chop-
ped. Moiston with melted butter or
mayonnaile,
FOR SALE!
A brand new home, just completed, front porch with large col-
umn, back porch lattcied in. Reception Hall, Parlor, Large Bed
Room, Dining Room, Kitchen Two Closets in Bed Room, One
Kitchen Pantry, Porcelain Kitchen Sink and Water. Located on
lot 40116o feet.
M'CRACKEN REAL ESTATh & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
See L. D. Sanders, Office 218 South Sixth. Phone 765.
0111114b1104411bramok .6111164dihOstill•041104. 111011•011111001141011•041.-go, ;./.:W.-410
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Steam and Not Water Heating.
Phone 133. 220 N. Third
UMW 
Paducah Transfer Company(lacer porasio
GENERAL- CARTAGE BUSINESS.
vamigammi.m.mmiem.
SUPERIOR FACILITIES FORHANDLING FREIGHT, mAcHne.
CRY AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS. 3
OFFICE SECOND AND MOP ROE. BOTH PHONZ&
P. D. FITZPATRICK. SUPT
If You Want to See Something Nice in Spring and
Summer Suitings Call on
K'. C. ROSE
329 South Third Street, Agent for WANNAMAKER
BROWN, of Philadelphia, MADE TO ORDER CLOTHINC
4
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Healthy Bath Rooms
5.
Good plumbing means
good health and this com-
bined with modern sani'arv
fixtures helps to keep the doseor out
of your house. "‘Stastelmed" Porcelain
Enameled plumbing fixtures make
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary and
have a beauty all their own.
If you intend making bath room im-
provements, let us show you samples of
this famous ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service and attention, no
matter how small or how large your job.
E. D. HANNAN.
Both Phones 20I 132 St 4th.
00"
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same force of men and tools that it
bad last year and has not a single
foot more of mains or a catch basin
to look after more than that depart-
ment had last year, and if the sewers
are getting in bad condition it is the
fault of the man whom the general
Broadway
council has selected to look after
them, and it is but an attempt to
shift the result of his incompetency
to other shoulders. The public is
not generally aware of the fact that
the duties of the sewer inspector not
only require him to look after the
President
Treasurer
Secretary
Entered at the Postoffice of Padu-
eah, Ky., as second-class mail matter
One Year
Six Months
Three Months
One week  
/5.00
2.50 pass upon the plumbing that goes
1.25 in every house built in Paducah. lie
.10 may be a good carpenter, but coin-
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the rdktter to
The Register Office at once. Tele-
phone Ciunbertand pa.
Wednesday Morning, March 6, icios
The Sewer Department.
The following is a sample of the
tommy rot frequently found in the
editorial columns of the Paducah
Sun.
"Unfortunate, indeed, will it be, if
the petty feud between the board of
public works and the sewer depart-
ment brings permanent injury to tbe
city sewer system. It has been less
than two months since the sewer in-
spector was compelled to appeal to
Mayor Yeiser for assistance, which
was refused him by the chairman of
the board of public works. He re-
quired oil and waste for the engine
at the pumping station, but the chair-
man, who is invested with discre-
tion between meetings of the board,
declined to recognize the sewer in-
spector. At that time the engine and
pump 'acre gong
 day and night to
keep the water front backing up in
the sewers and tilling all the cellars
in Paducah. The urgency of the nut-
ter was manifested when Mayor
Yeiser broke a rule and promptly
issued a requisition, saying that he
could not afford to let a departmental
misunderstanding bring hardship to
the citizens. Had tbe pump stopped,
the damage and suffering would have
been inestimable. Now the sewer
inspector has appealed, to the general
council, and we trust the board of
public works will heed the council's
instructions. We cannot believe the
board'. conduct is dictated by sore-
ness at Judge Reed's decision that
the general council and not the board
of public works has authority to ap-
point the inspector."
In the first place the sewer in-
spector never was entrusted with the
tare of the machinery at the pump-
/last yearing station, either by the old boardor its successor for the
reason that neither board ever
thought a carpenter competent to
run electrical machinery and the
pump at the station—that work has
always been in charge of the super-
intendent of the electric light plant
who is both capable and expetienced.
The records of the old board and
the new board too will show that
the board of works always concerred
with the 
-superintendent of the light
plant and city engineer when it came
to operating the pumping station.
There never was the slightest pros-
pect of the pump stopping for the
want of oil or waste, and while the
man selected by the general council
to look after the sewers made appli-
cation to the president of the board!
of public works for a small quanity
,of oil and waste and, was told that
the board of public works did not
recognize ihim as sewer inspector,
it is a fact learned next day that
Supenntendent Keebler of the light
plant kept the pumping station sup-
plied with all the oil and waste needed
to run motor and pump, andif a prac-
tical machinery man like superintend-
ent Kcebler was not in charge of
the running of the pumping station,
it was left to the carpenter that
the general council elected as sewer
inspector the machinery might let
down and then the whole system
he clogged &wing high water.
The Sun would have it appear that
the president of the board was solely
rcTonsible for not recognizing the
general council's appointee, but its
own files will give the lie to the in-
sinuation of that disreputable sheet,
for at the time the so-called sewer
inspector applied to Ole piresicknt
of the board of public works he was
simply told that the board did not
recognize him, and The Sun pub-
lished a statement to that effect, and,
also that while the president was
vested with certain privileges during
the recess of the board that be never
atteiMPted toR exercise any authority
in the Matters where the board was
on record in- the matter.
The sewer . department has the
sewers, but the must also inspect and
mon sense would suggest that a car-
penter is not qualified to be a plumb-
ing inspector, yet the thousands of
dollars spent in this city in plumb-
ing and involving the health of the
families is supposed to be put in
under the supervision of a carpen-
ter. What man with a plumbing con-
t•-t.ct to let would rely upon a car-
penter to superintend it? But that
just what the republican general
uncil did in the matter of a plumb-
ing inspector. We believe that if a
.citizen installs a lot of plumbing un-
der the direction of an incompetent
icity plumbing inspector, and it after-
wands turns out to be defective, that
the citizen can force the city to pay
for it nnd any damages he may sus-
tain.
It is nothing to "he board of pub-
lic works as to who may have direct
charge of the sewers, just so the is
a competent man, but the old board
never had any confidence in the ap-
pointee of the general council be-
cause he was not considered a com-
petent man, and the new board never
did devote much attention to the
matter when n found a carpenter in
charge of the department, but if the
courts decide that the general coun-
cil names the man, and that body
wishes to have the pumping station
machinery and all turned over to
him, he can have it, and in fact they
may have to depend upon him entire-
ly for the care of that department
in every particular, for the board of
public works would not care to 'be
responsible for a certain department
and the general council have the
rower to put an incompetent' man in
charge of it and then expect • the I
board to stand for any disastrious re-
sults that might arise from his ignor-
ance It is a well known fact that
the mayor, the city engineer, the
superintendent of the light plant and
the plumbers of the city do not re-
gard the man appointed by the gen-
eral council to be qualified for the
duties of the office for which he is
paid a salary by the taxpayers of
this city.
The board of public works have
heard enough about the incompetency
of the 'man to oust him before an
unbiased jury, but they never did
pay any attention to him for the
reason that they do not consider
him capable of filling the office. He
was simply given the job because
he was a republican and that's all
there is to it, but when it is at-
tempted to show that the board of
works is at fault it is time to ,give
the public a few facts in order that
it may understand the situation.
Another effort is being made to
hold down Louisville's lid, and it
seems that the last effort will suc-
ceed. County Attorney Helm yes-
terday filed penal suits. against
twenty Louisville saloonkeepers and
moved against many prominent
hotels for violating the Sunday laws
by keeping open bar-rooms on Sun-
day. Penalties ranging from $5o to
$300 are asked, the suits being
brought in the common pleas and
county court. Motions are also made
to forfeit the saloon license of a
ninnbtr of leading and prontinent
hotels, among them the aristocratic
Galt House; Louisville and Seelback.
It is farther announced that warrants
will be taken out on criminal charges
in the police court and that witnesses
wTi le :aken before the grand jury.
This is all very well, but to get
down to brass tacks, if the officers
are really determined' to enforce the
law, it 4111 be done.
It is nt difficult to get evidence
against saloonists when the grog-
shops are wide open, and even if
they nre not, when a man is drunk
it is prima fiacie evidence that liquor
has been sold soniewhcre, . and a
little investigation on the part of the
officers would show who had "de-
liverect`the goods."
The Japs are "shore peculiar."
They blush violently when they see
an American woman in ball costume
but think it ,all right for men and
women to bathe at the same time in
what 4Tnilby4 termed "the all-sol
gether...
An Evansville divine has just dii-
covered that "men lie too much when
courting." Does anyone know a man
who didn't tell a teeny, weeny l'ttle
white lie at this important period ui
life?
Harrunatt.
(New York Evening Post.)
We have nothing whatever against
him personally, but we can only con-
sider the fate which has overtaken
him to be most exemplary. kite be-
lieved the people upon whom !lie was
preying were defenceless. He boast-
ed that he had gone only "so far as
the law allowed him." Perhaps he
is right in thinking be 'has nothing
to fear from courts and juries. But
there is something more fortnidable
and crushing than a legal process. It
is the deliberately formed opinion of
Pio,000,000 people that a man's wealth
is ill-gotten because his methods
have been dishonorable and heartless.
Against that what can uncolinted mil-
lions do?
In another way, we 'hope, the moral
demonstration made by Mr. ifarri-
liana's reward will de good. It
should serve as a warning to those
who come after him in the manage-
ment of the great railroad systems.
The law defines such common car-
riers as being "affectrid by a public
interest" The Harriman plan has
been to allow nothing but private in-
terest in them. To siert every penny
possible, to omit no occmion to make
greed disgusting by even voting him-
self atoo,000 for his eminent services
in overburdening thc road belted "re-
organized." to grab all the cash in
the till before leavins—that has been,
in effect, the method of railroad man-
agement unfolded this week et the
investigation by the interstate com-
merce commission. But is this thing
to go on? \fay v.e not hope for a
generation of railroad managers who
will put the public interest fire0 No
one objects to a reasonable, even a
large compensation for their skilled
services. High talent should be
highly paid. But such a swinish at-
titude as Harriman's should be here-
after tabooed, not alone on moral
grounds, but for business considera-
tions. For nothing is more certain
than that if the railroad business
should be egnerally condueged on
the good old Harriman plan there
would soon be no private railroad
conduct.business to
TROOPS GO
TO BREATHITT
ANNOUNCEMENTS.,
Mayor.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Charles Reed for mayor
subject to the Democratic Primary to
be held Thursday, May 2, 1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of G. R. Davis for mayor,
subject to the Democratic Primary to
be held Thursday, May 2, 1907.
We are authorized to announee the
candidacy of Joe E. Potter for mayor,
subject to the Democratic Primary to
be held Thursday, May 2, 1907.
City Clerk.
We are kuthoriaed to announce
City Clerk Henry Bailey as a caedi-
date for re-election to the offioe of
city clerk subject to the Democratic
Primary to be held Thursday, May 2,
1907,
We are authorized to announce
Maurice M. McIntyre as a candidate
for city clerk, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday,
May 2, 1907.
City Tramper.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of William Kraus for city
treasurer, subject to the Democratic
Primary to be held Thursday, May a,
1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of John W. McKnight lot
city treasurer, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday,
May 2, Noy,
City Attorney.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of John G. Miller, Jr., for
city attorney, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday,
May 2, toiaa.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Frank A. Lucas, for
city attorney, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary to be held Thursday
May 2, 1907.
City Assessor.
We are authorized to announce W.
Stewart Dick as a candidate for re-
election to the office of city assessor,
subject to the Democratic Primary
to be held Thursday, May 2, Noy.
RACKET STORE
deirlehladrIstetehfhl-Hieleteks+4-4-: 1 1 1 1 iLl I 4-i-t+1-1-ahleit
WE ARE SHOWING A GREAT LINE OF SPRING
GOODS. A GREAT MANY OF THE GOODS BOUGHT
ON OUR RECENT TRIP TO NEW YORK ARE HERE.
WE CALL PARTICUL 4R ATTENTION TO OUR GREAF
NEW LINE OF DRESS GOODS.
FANCY DRESS GOODS
IN MIXTURES OF ALL SORTS WE SHOW A GRAND LINEs AT
.11c, 5oc, 75c, 98c, $i, $1.33 AND $1.30
NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY THAT EASTER DRESS WHILE
THE LINE IS COMPLETE,
SILK SPECIAL
FOULARD SILKS s3 INCHES WIDE AND ALL SILK AT spc
A YARD. THIS QUALITY HASNEVER soul siu.pw up. TIM
P•4 44 1.. 4 ors,STYLES ARE NEW.
EVERY DEPARTMENT OF THE STORE IS. joILLED WITH
NEW GOODS.
THE WHITE GOODS STOCK IS COMPLETE.
TWELVE YARD PIECES OF LONG CLOTH FOR Sz.ze.
PLAIN AND FANCY WHITE GOODS IN ALL QUALItIES
AT OUR USUAL LOW PRICE'S.
MERCERIZED GINGHAIV1S
IT COMES IN BLUE WITH NEAT FIGURES AND STRIPES. IS
33 INCHES WIDE AND THE PRICE ONLY zac A YARD.
MADRAS CLOTH
THIS IS IN NEAT FIGURES MOSTLY BLACK DOTS AND
STRIPES AND WE OFFER IT AT zat'sc AND tat A YARD.
HOSIERY
GREAT LINE OF LADIES' LACE HOSIERY AT a& FOR IM-
PORTED AND 25C FOR DOMESTIC MAKES.
City Jailer.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of, Joe A. Purchase for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May 2, o
1907.
NVe are authorized to announce the
candidacy of W. T. (Billy) Read for  
city jailer, subject to the Democratic -
Primary to be held Thursday, May 1,
1907.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Sam L Beadles for city
jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May 2,
1907,
JUDGE CARNES HAS ESCORT I We are authorized to announce the
OF STATE MILITIA candidacy of Al. Hyrnarsh for city
TO JACKSON. Jailer, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May 2.
1907.
Hargis' Attorneys Are Also Under
Protection of the Soldiers—
Change of Venue Possible.
Lexington, Ky., March 5.—The
state nulitia under command of
Adjutant General Lawrence and Cap-
tain C. W. Longman furnished the
escort for Special Judge Carnes' go-
ing to Jackson this morning to try
Judge James Hargis for the assassi-
nation of Dr. D. B. Cox.
Will A. Young, Hargis' chief at-
torney and 0. H. Pollard also ac-
cepted the protecting arm of the state
troops and accompanied Judge
.Carnes.
The departure of the little band
was quiet and without any demon-
stration, the judg'e and attorneys ap-
pearing So realize the seriousness
of the undertaking. It is believed
here that the consmnowealth will, at
once ask for a change of venue and
that the trial will be held in some
other county than Breathitt.
Troops Leave Frankfort.
Frankfort, Ky., March 5.—The
Frankfort Battery, forty-one strong,
under the command of Adjutant
General Henry Lawrence and Cap-
tain Longmire, left here this morn-
ing on a special train for Jackson,
to be present at the trial of James
Hargis for the murder of Dr. Cox.
Trial of B. Fulton French Continued.
Beattyville. Ky., March 5.—The
trial of B. Fulton French, charged
with the murder of James B. Mar-
cum, at Jackson, was called before
Special Judge John L. Dorsey yes-
terday, but on occount of the illness
of French and two of his counsel
Ben B. Golden and J. J. C. Back,
an agreement was reached among
counsel on either side to continue the
case until April 8, which will be the
last week of 'the regular March term
French was tried last August, the
trial resulting in a 'hung jury, with
clash$ for conviction and four for ac-
quital.
News Note.•
(Detroit News.)
It ;s .denied that investigation of
the tobacco trust will degenerate in-
to a mere chewing match.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Mann W. Clark for city
ja:ler, subject to the Democratic Pri-
niary to be held Thursday. May 2,
1907.
We are authorized to announce the
csndidacy of R. M. Mlles for city
jziler, subject to the Democratic Pri-
mary to be held Thursday, May 2,
1907.
School Trustee.
We are authorized to announce the
candidacy of Ben Weille for school
trustee from the Second ward, sub-
ject to the action of the city demo-
critic primary to be held Thursday,
NI y 2.
Representative.
We arc authorized to announce the
candidacy of Eugene Graves for rep-
resentative of McCracken county in
ehe general assembly, subject to the
action of the democratic mass con-
vention, to be held March 30, by Mc-
Cracken county voters at the county
court house.
We arc authorized to announce the
candidacy of James T. McKinney for
representative of McCracken county
in the general assembly, subject to
the action of the democratic mass
convention, to be held March 30, by
McCracken county voters at the
county court house.
TERRIFIC HAVOC CAUSED
BY EXPLOSION OF POWDER
Pottsville, Ra. March 5.—By the
explosion of powder at the Richards
colliery at Mount Carmel today the
blacksmith shop, boiler-house and
large magazine .were blown up. About
thirty persons were injured, several
probably fatally. The business street
of Mount Carmel was badly damaged
and in the vicinity of the colliery
houses were badly wrecked. Window
panes were broken for a distance of
fifteen miles from the explosion.
..d% box of flowers or a nice plant
would cheer your sick friend. Let us
seid your order today.
C. L. BRUNSCYN & CO.
529 Brbadway.
1 Theodore Barth, for twenty yearsa leading figure among the Liberals
,n Germany and editor of Die Nation,
will leave the fatherland and settle in
this country, through which he has
traveled extensively. He is disgpsted
at the result of the recent election
407 BROADWAY PADUCAH. KY.
"IT IS THE LITTLE THINGS
MAKE THE BIG Trl !NOS"
The Pennies, Nickels, Dims and Quarters Make le Dollars
SAVE YOUR SMALL CHANGE
DEPOSIT IT IN OUR BANK AND GET 4 PER CENT INTER-
EST ON IT AND SEE HOW. SOON YOU WIL LHAVE A BIG
BAND ACCOUNT.
Our Home Savings Bank
WILL HELP YOU SAVE. . CALL FOR ONE AND LEARN
HOW TO OPEN UP A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US WITH
ONE DOLLAR. WE INVITE SMALL ACCOUNTS,
MECHANIC'S
FARMER'S
SAVINGS BANK
310 Broadway
ABOUT PEOPLE.
Chester S. Lord, managing editor
of the New York Sun, is the oldest
managing editor, in point of service,
in New York. He began on the Sun
more than thirty years ago.
Maurice Mactelinek, the Belgian
author, has bought Wandrinne abbey,
the old monastery on the banks of
the Seine between Rouen and Caude-
bec. The building used to be the
home of goo monks and though it is
1,300 years old may bc restored to a
habitable condition.
Congressman Parsons of New
invited,?ork was  to join the party
'that ascended from Washington in
the big racing balloon America, but
before he could reply his quick-witted
wife interjected the remark that he
had been up in the air* quite enough
of late and that he would better re-
main on terra firma • when he had a
chance.
I The Chinese laborers in the Vani Rhu gold mines recently presented
to their white manager a handsome
silver tsay to mark their feelings of
- ,,affection, deep as the sea."
and believes that true liberation in
Germany is dead for at least a gene-
ration.
Brazilian admirers of the Pope
have sent him an album made of solid
cold.. On the middle is a likeness of
Pius X. engraved on a gold leaf or
plate, together With a map of Brazil
to face it. Diamonds are inlaid on
these native tokens of respect. A
tieputation of the faithful presented
this 24 karat book with an address
that states the love and respect borne
him by 20,000,000 of Brazilians.
I Grenoble, France, probably manu-
factures more ladies' kid gloves than
any other place in the world. 
Paris,_
Chaumont and Milian are also largely
engaged in the industry.
Seven Maine towns wilktceksbrate
the one-bundiredth anniversary of theirs
incorporation this year. 'These are
Montville, Porter, Denmark, Jefferson,
Friendship, Dixhiont and Palmyra.
ADVERTIRE TM! REGisTER
AND GET RESULTS.iiaI
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Coats, Fine Suits
Shirtwaists and Skirts are being
sold very cheap now at
RORRECT DRESSERS FOR LADIES & CHILDREN
317 Broadway
WANT INFORMATION BEFORE
PLUNGING INTO IMPROVEMENTS
•
BOARD OF VORIS DESIRES TO KNOW FROM GENERAL
COUNCIL HOW MUCH OF $33000 STREET DEPARTMENT
ALLOWANCE WILL BE USED FOR DIFFERENT PURPOSES
IN ORDER TO AVOID DEFICIT AT END OF YEAR—
YOUNGER MEN AND BETTER WORK DEMANDED OF THE
STREET DEPARTMENT BY THE BOARD YESTERDAY—
BOARD TAKES UP DRINKING FOUNTAIN QUESTION
SHORTLY—ANOTHER SESSION THIS AFTERNOON TO
AWARD CONTRACT FOR GRAVEL NEEDED IN REPAIRING
STREETS THIS YEAR
Juia how much sit the $33.00ti al-
lowed the street department is to be
t.td for general repent and street
cleaning this year, and how mach is
bc devoted o paying the city's cost
of public intersections where side-
walks are lad. is the intent of the
letter the board of public works yes-
terady afternoon, daring ns session,
directed sent to the general council.
Alderman Chamblin him a list of
fifty-seven squares in different por-
tions of the city that he wants int-
proved by concrete pavements along
both aides. The interesection work
at the Cat str% would cost the city
many Ottoman& of dollars. and on
'lc.- pavement matter being referred
tn the board of norks they now want
to learn from the general council how
mach the latter desires to spend for
the street repairs and cleaning, and
how much will be spent for the pave-
ment intersection work. The board
of viatica take, this step so as to be
enlightened add obviate the possibil-
ity of plunging headlong into im-
provements, then have unexpected
enes heaped upon them, with result
at the end of the year a big deficit.
Contractor Ed Terrell has been
notified several times to put in good
condition the bad places in the brick
streets on Fifth, Fourth and Third
between Jefferson and Kentucky and
Second between Jefferson and Broad-
way. He bricked these streets sev-
eral years ago and has to keep them
in good shape for five years. He has
paid no attention to the notice, and
now the board issues a rigid order it
must be done by March la or the
city will do it and charge the expense
to him.
Street Inspector Elliott was autho-
rized to exchange some sewer piping
uith Ea Bonds.
The alley in the rear of the homes
of I. D. Wilcox and other homes on
that square is in a very muddy and
most impassable condition from mud,
and the street Inspector was directed
Sc have the passageway scraped with
the street scraper, and all the mud
possible forced over to one side.
The traction company was ordered'
Se. repair the bad place left in the
pavement at Sixth and Kentucky av-
enue, where some poles were taken
down and others put up.
The board informed Street Inspec-
ter Elliott that a number of men em-
ployed in the street department were
eo old it seemed they were not as
useful to the department as young
people would prove, therePore the
inspector ea, directed to employ
only young and vigorous men so as
much work as possible could be got-
ten out of them for the city, but of
course they are not to be labored like
mules, but only to the extent of good.
manual service. The inspector was
Liao allowed to hire a foreman for
the department. but he must be a
young and strong man The street
work is pretty hard and old people
cannot perform it satisfactorily
Some bad holes exist on Broadway
heyond Ninth street, but it was-deem-
eel useless to repair them now, as in a
few days the workmen for the new
?anitary seweradge system will get
cvcr on this thoroughfare with their
excavation, which will tear the high-
way up again The holes will not be
fixed unit after the sewers are down.
The street inspector was specific-
ally ordered that where contractors
domg work on the public atreets did
not put the thoroughfares beck in
good passable condition within a Cer-
tain number of days after they are
ordered to do so that the inspector
have the street department men do
the repair work and charge it to the
contractors.
The traction company was instruct-
ed to give Broadway a better clean-
ing between Fifth and Fourth. where
the new double tracks were laid. pav-
ing brick deposited and asphaltum
filler poured between the brick.
Much of the filler clings still to the
top of the brick.
There was filed for use when need-
ed the letter from the D. A. R. chap-
ter regarding the public drinking
fountains the ladies want established
at cost of the public treasury. The
board confer ..ihh the ladies and
see where the fountains are desired,
ascertain the probable cost, and other
useful infermation.
eteal charged $6 for using it six days,
Street Inspector Elliott was direct-
ed to make out a bill to be paid by
he fire department fund for brick the
street department gave the other de-
parment. In this way the accounts
are kept straightened out.
To the council was ordered passed
the report of Plumber Ed Hannan
that when the old sanitary sewers
ere laid laterals was not placed so
certain property owners could con-
nect their buildings with the uder-
eround mains.
Superintendent Keebler of the city
light plant handed in a bill of $7.50
against the traction company for the
city employes changing some of the
street car company's wires. The ac-
count was ordered collected, as was
that of $18 the superinthndent •has
against the, N. g. a, St. L. comgany
for workmen and poles furnished by
the municipal department when the
arc light was established in the yards
of the railroad out about Seventh and
Norton sreets.
The board ratified the action of
President Wilhelm in giving author-
ity for a different kind of fuel to be
used at the city lighting plant.
Mark Worten was ordered to get
off the public street some of his "gun
, barrel" houses he is moving from
l ont point to another in Worten's ad-
(talon. These little shacks obstruct
the public passageway. .
The street inspector was directed
' to rebthld the fence on the South
hSixth street fill near the school house
I and to put a new one on the Sowell
,
street fill to prevent people from
driving over the steep embankment.
The street inspector was also di-
rectiel to see that everybody stacking
obstructions, like brick, building ma-
terial, etc., out in the public streets
have danger lanterns hanging out on
them of nightime. If the signals are
1 het out, warrants are ordered gottenagainst every violator, and the partiesbitterly prosecuted, as many had ac-
cidents have occurred by parties dns-
ing into different things that held no
I anterns.
The board opened bids put in by
parties who agreed to furnish gravel
thhi year for use in repairing the pub-
lic streets. S. B. Gholson agreed to
furnish gravel for Si cents to all
pu.nts south of Kentucky avenue, and
ot. cents to all points north of Ken-
tucky avenue Boswell and Yancey
agreed to supply the demand for 85
cents for that used on streets north
of Kentucky avenue, and 95 cents for
the work south of Kentucky avenue.
Saunders Fowler, for Mks Fluor,
agreed to furnish at 85 cents the
gravel for streets south of Broadway,
75 cents for that in Mechanicsburg.
:nd $1 for the thoroughfare repairs
t:u streets north of Broadway. The
Poswell and Yancey bid averaging
the same as the Gholson propositioo,
the board decided to hold Inorher
session this afternoon and award the
contract to some one
President Wilhelm and Secretary
Taylor were the only ones present
yesterday, this leaving Member
Ceorge Langstaff absent
The board filed away to be held in
abeyance the ordinance providing
that Broadway and Jelin-stet street
shall be reconstructed from Ninth out
to Eleventh street. As the new sani-
tary sewers will shortly be laid under
the streets between the points men-
tioned, the ordinance is held up until
that is done, when the board will then
call for bids from contractors, award
the contract and let reconstruction of
the two throughfares be commenced.
it cannot be undertaken until the
sewer mains are down.
The protest of A. Burwlesman that
the board will not recognize him as
the. official sewer inspector of the city
was laid on the table for the time
being, as both the council and alder-
men have not referred the matter to
the board for consideration yet.
When Saunders A. Fowler was ont Peric'd:' 
:he board he permitted the city to
. Births in New York City.
store some sewer pipe on a vacant New York city as a whole can
piece of ground he owns on South
PI guilty" to thechargeSecond street.. Now the city street r
inspector has filled up some low parts 
ye suicide, for an average of
babies are born every hour in the
of the lot, and presented the bill of
costs to Mr. Fowler ftir him to pay.
He claims he should not be charged
anything because he let the city use
the plot of ground for storage pur-
poses. Under these circumstances
the board orderea the records be
looked into and it ascertained under-
what condhion Mr. Fowler agreed
to let the pipe be stored on his lot.
The Independent Telephone Corn-
pally was permitted to use "duet
rode" in cleaning out its conduit sys-
tem underneath the public streets.
D. D. Augustus was ordered charg-
td Si for tiding the eity'c pump for
nnimniutRitnnwwvirtrnhuutiuu.th , one day, and Contractor Bridges ord-
GOT RICH QUICK
ASKING FOR WORK
'NEW SUPERINTENDENT IS TO CLAMP
JOHN CARNAGEY, OF INDIANA,i DOWN LID
Chicago, March 5.A unique "get-rich
quick" scheme was uncovered yester-
day when William E. Epperson, alias
George Turner, was arrested and
Mined over to the postal authorities
on a charge of using the mails for
fraudulent purposes.
According to Deputy Postal In-
spector Frank Sharon, the prisoner
whose arrest n-as made at 2o6 Clark
street, was a constant "job hunter,"
although 'he never worked. He is ac-
cused of answlering adtvertisements
of out-of-town firms wanting help,
and accepting positions with the un-
derstanding that a railroad ticket to
the place of employment, would be
forwarded to him. He would then
sell the tickct and pocket the pro-
ceeds.
The postal authorities cay Epper-
son could write learnedly on even',
subject. He is said to have made
daily visits to the public library,
where he studied the "want" columns
of out-of-town papers.
Epperson waived examination be-
fore United Slates Commissioner
Foote and was held to the federal"
grand jury in bonds of $1,000.
1 Dr. Dwight'sLilyderma
1 
Cream
Prevents and Cures Chap-
ped Rough Skin. Makes
1 the skin soft, smooth and
white. Semoves all blem-
fahes caused by the cold
winds.
1 DELIGHTFUL TO USE
Amex SHAVING
For Sak only at
I BACON'SDRUG STORE
ruwantrannetrattranzennetrutrtfallftrIAJ
Has She Met Them All?
(Providence Tribune.)
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Lease's -re-
mark that men have not improved
any since the days of Adam would
seem to imply a rather wide acquain-
tance extending over a considerable
of
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Lig IS A FINE EDUCATOR, POSSESSES SEVERAL DEGREES, IS
A CULTURED AND SCHOLARLY GENTLEMAN WITH 20
YEARS' EXPERIENCE IN SCHOOLS, AND COMES HIGHLY
RECOMMENDED — PROPOSITION OF SHORTENING THE
SCHOOL DAY BY SEVi..RAL HOURS WAS BROUGHT UP,
BUT HELD IN ABEYANCE THE
ALUMNI GRANTED DAY
EX'ERCI S ES—GEO RGE B AND
J. M. GILBERT ELECTED C
FERMIS
N.
OR PUBLIC
SION TO
ROWN,
ENSUS
l'rofessor John A. Carnagey, of
Noblesville, Ind., was last night dur-
ing the trustees meeting named as
superinteudent or the Paducah pub-
lic schools for ho period of twelve
months, cohrencing August i. Ilia
election was by a unanimous vote,
following the twenty minute execu-
the sciaion taken by the board last
evening to the middle of the meet-
ing, and on the date mentioned he
will come here to assume control of
the public educational institutions.
Professor Carnagey is forty-two
years of age and has been superin-
tendent of the Noblesville schools for
the past eleven years, but previous
to that itme was superintendent for
seven years of the schools at Colum-
bus, Intl. For two years .prior there-
to he was principal of the high school
at Madison, Incl. He was educated
a: the Bloomfield, Ind., schools and
a graduate of Hanover college. He
tcok a post-graduate course el the
University of Minnesota, and ffso at
another leading univepity of that sec-
tion. Altogether he 'has seen service
in educational work as principal and
superintendent for twenty years past.
Ile is a Methodist, married, has a
wife and three cliddren, stands six
feet tall, weighs ns pounds, and is of
fine and impressive physique. He
took the A. B. and A. N. degrees at
the Hanover college. He was in Pa-
ducah two weeks ago calling on the
trustees in behalf of 1}is candidacy
fo: superintendent, and the impres-
sicin of all is that he is the right man
for the right place, as his personal-
ity shows an unusually congenial,
pleasing, but firm and (Determined
man, of liberal views and a high re-
gard for education. The trustees be-
lieve they have in him the right man
tr. bring the schools out of the
chaotic iconciticm into which they
have been plunged for the past two
or three years, much to the dissatis-
faction of the community at large,
and especially the patrons. His pres-
ent home. Noblesville, is a cny of
%no° people.
The election of the superintendent
was taken up about the middle of
the meeting last evening by the trus-
tees who decided that the salary for
the next scholastic year remain the
same as as present, $2.000 annually.
The trustees had a number of applica-
tions before then they wanted to con-
sider for the position, and at this
point went into executive session, re-
questing everybody present, specta-
tors, professors and others, to with-
draw from the assembly room so the
trustees could air their expressions
in secret session behind close doors
in going over the list of applicants.
Finishing the executive session, the
spectators then returned to the room
and the board entered into the elec-
tion. The name of Professor Car
ragey was he only one presented
in open session, thereby evidencing
that he was the choice of the ex-
ecutive gathering, and he was electcal
by a unanimous vote, getting all
eleven ballots. Metcalfe being the on-
ly absent trustee. This left present
List, Byrd. Morris, Davie Kraucs,
Feckenbach, Clements, R,obertson,
Maxwell, Kelly and Brame, the latter
being the two new trustees elected
OPIN
HOLD
JOHN
ION
ARBO
THIELMAN
TAKERS.
ANOTHER MOVE MADE "C
, LOUISVILLE TO CLOSE
SUNDAY SALOONS.
to fill vacancies, Kelly taking Val-
Stn's place in the fourth ward and
Lrame taking the place made vacant
when Dow Watson of the Sixth ward
refused to serve and qualify follow-
ing his election by the people.
The question of shortier school
hours was brought before the board
last evening by Trustee Beckenbacli,
nho announced that much agitation
was being given this proposition at
present, and he wanted the matter
brought up and then held in abeyance
for one month in order that the peo-
ple could expness thennietinee, and
the board then be in a position to
know what to do in the premises
and to please the ccmmunity. He
then offered one paper which directed
that commencing next September the
schools open at 8::30 a. m., and the
children continue at their studies un-
til 1:3o p. m., when they will be dis-
missed for the day, but at 12 o'clock
the students are to be allowed 30 or
Jo minutes for luncheon. That was
one idea regarding the shorter hours.
lie then presented another paper
which prescribed that all classes
aheve the primary department shall
smart to studying at 8:45 a. m. and
continue until 1t:45 a. m., when they
will dismiss until 1:15 p. m., at which
hour the children resume their stud-
ies and continue until 3:15 p. m. Un-
der this proposition the 'primary
grades will open at 8:45 a m. and
continue until ii :,o a. m.. when they
be dismissed to return to their
studies at I:t5 p. m., and be dismissed
finally for the day at 3 p. m. Although
the schools .shall dismiss at 3 p. rn.
io the primary department, the teach-
ers of the primary grades are to re-
resin at the building until all other
'rooms hlismiss.
Mr. Beckrsbach announced that he
v.ould file these two propositions,
which he did, and let them lay on the
c'erk's desk for one month, so that
daring that time the people can de-
cide whether they favor either man-
ner of shortening the school day, and
if they do it will be adopted, other-
wise the schools will continue as at
9feittlf
The board then elected parties to
take the school census of the city.
George II. Brown, the former coal
dealer, was elected to take the census
•.n the First and Second wards, and
he gave George Rawleigh and Frank
Jones as his bondsmen. J. M. (il-
bert, the retired tobacconist, was
elected to take the census in the
Third and Fourth wards. He gave
bondsmen of W. II. Patterson and J.
P. Holt. John Thielman, the ma-
chine man at Langstaff-Orm's mill,
was elected enumerator for the Filth
and Sixth wards. He did not have
Iris bond in. They get so many cents
for each name they procure of peo-
ple living in Paducah between the
ages of 6 and 21 years, which is
known as the "schooling age," and
then for each name the city schools
of Paducah arc allowed several dol-
lars out of the state school fund at
Feankfort. Th4 enumerators begin
their work April i and have to fin-
ish dunng that month.
Trustee ')aris placed before the
trustees de: reituest of Mrs. Hal S.
Corbett of the Paducah High School
License of Many Saloons, Including
Those cf Prominent Hotels,
May Be Forfeited.
Louisville, March 5.—Another
move was made in the Sunday do,-
ing fight today when County Attor-
ney It. W. Bingham and Attorney T.
K. Helm filed penal suits sEsita
twenty LouisshIle saloonkeepers
moved against many prominent'.
hotels for violating the Sunday lave
by keeping open bar rooms on SUN-
day, and in many cases charging the
saloonkeepers specifically with selling
liquor on Sunday.
l'enalties ranging front $50 to $300
hi amount are asked. The suits are
brought in the common pleas court
and in the county court.
To Forfeit Licenses.
Motions are also sneak to honest
the saloon licenses of a number of
the most important hotels.
It is also announced that warrants
will be taken out on criminal charges
in the police court and that witnesses
will be taken before the grivid.jury..
Gov. Beckham, it is understbod, has
followed the preparation of an these
cases and the attorney, have,secured
a great mass of evidence
Hotels Indicted.
Nearly all of the prominent hotels
in the city are Included in the mo-
tions to forfeit saloon licenses, and
if they should prevail these saloons
will be dry:
Voices Hotel.
Seelbach Hotel.
Nevin Hotel.
Louisville Hotel.
St. Nicholas Hotel.
Galt House.
Eckert Hotel.
The hotelkeepers are cited to •ap.
pear in the county court and trre
reasons why their saloon licenses
should not be forfeited.
This marks one of the most %maw
tioral steps in the 'Sunday do:Jive
fight and a bitter legal battle will
 
 -t4C-
Alumni Associabou which organisa-
tion wants to hold an "Arbor Day*
exercise some .afternoon upon the
Washington schol grunds, and plant
a tree. The request was granted by
a unanimous vote.
The committee reported iliat
George M. Miller had resIgaed the
aaristant pricipalship of the high
school to locate elsewhere, and Pro-
fessor L. W. Feezor had been named
to fill the vacancy by the commit-
ve. Th0 selection of Mr. Ethane
was ratified. His monthly salary is
$65.
Capt. Fred /foyer, superintendent
of school buildings, filed his report
showing what work he .did dating
February on the various buildings.
, At present the high school plan
pal has to teach several classes on
that departmeet, -Ind in addition sap-
erviee red he responsible (or the
work of the other departmental in-
struct, the.e combined duties
are :00 , Lustke Beckenbach ad-
vocated that at the end of the pens-
cot school year the assistant princi-
pal be done away with, another teach-
er employed for the high school
and thereafter the principal only sup-
crime the work of that department.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
Our Special Book alb Music Sale
BEGINS TOMORROW, MARCH 6
Here are some of our great cut
price values:
All $1.5o late copyright
novels at $1.o8
This lot includes the "Far
Horizon," "Coniston," The Doc-
tor and a hundred others.
All $1.5o net price novels at $1.35
This includes books by Myrtle
Reed, Mark Twain, etc.
All popular copyrights worth
asc, go at 
 
40c
This includes "The Man ot the
I. Box," "Sea Wolf," Hearts and
Masks" and a hundred others.
Webster's International Diction-
ary, indexed, latest and best
edition, worth $12.50 at ..
White House Cook Book,
worth $1.5o at 79c
Beautiful Padded Leather Edi-
tion of the Poets, worth $125
for  73c
Standard works of Fiction in
Silk Cloth Binding, worth 35c
and sec for 19C
Dainty Little Books of Poema,..
white silk binding, worth 35c
at x8c
Bibles, Dictionaries and all other
books are in this sale. Watch our
advertisements for cut prices on
music.
D. E. WILSON THE BOOK AND MUSIC MANAt Harbour's Department Store
Best Kentucky and Illinois Coal
Also dealer in Lime and Cement. Agent for Waaitehall and Agatite Cement!
e
641E: KING OF CEMENT"
H. M. CUNNINGHAM
Phones' Old 960; New 245! Thirteenth and Adams Street
AMP,
People
Say
OUR PERFUMES
ARE BEST
Just sample any other per-
fume in town and then procure
the same odor from us. You'll
say there is a great difference.
"THERE'S A REASON." We
know how to buy perfumes.
We know how to store per-
fumes. We know how to show
you perfumes. Our knowledge
of these requisites is what en-
able us to give you perfumes
that have not detonated since
coming into our possession.
1 J. O. OelliNcaideuerDRUGGISTSXTH AND BROADWAY
WE USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS
WHY?
Mat.
asse it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, Of stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"blimp" so often seen is miles
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
Star Laundry
'Phase ins
I
NOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS CHB pi.Acz
PADUCAH CENTRAL
.'NC:j0kA -
arse tt WIT. Day and Night
a taiogue School
Excursia
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack.
et company—the cheapest and losa
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 For the Round Trip IsTennessee river & refer'
It la a trip of pleasure, cornfon
and rest; good service, good tabil
good roams, etc. Boats leave eaeff
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to Jae
Koger, superintendent; Fraak
13rown, agent.
asses
Excursion Rates on
The Rivei
Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN; Continuous Passage, $4.00;
Unlimited Ticket $5.00, meals. and
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, party
of five or over, t,i.5o each, without
ineals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats.. For
further particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass
Agent. Phone 33.
Wh:t is said to be the greatest drug
'ore in the world exists in Moscow.,
and is 203 years old. Since 1893 it has
been in the family of the present pro-
prietor. It is a building of imposing
dimensions, with many departments,
including one for the professional cdu
cation of the staff, which numbers
700 parsons. They make up ,about
laCIOD Prescriptions a day.
•
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MRS EDDY STRIKES BACK
AT HER ErlEsilr.S
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE LEADER
WILL ASK TO HAVE SEN.
CHANDLER DISBARRED.
Concord, N. IL, March 5.—Mrs.
Mary Baker Eddy, head of the
Christian Science church, tonight re-
plied to the petition filed by her son
and other -relatives for a receiver for
her estate on the ground that she is
mentally unfitted to manage it and
is at the mercy of shrewd men, who
are manipulating it and the remark-
able ecclesiastical establishment she
organized, for their own personal
benefit.
Mrs. Eddy's reply was given out
in typewritten form by her personal
counsel, General Frank S. Streeter.
It was embodied in a statement from
the general, the full text of which
follows:
"Early Saturday morning I sent to
Mrs. Eddy a copy of the bill in equi-
ty as published, but not yet served
upon any of the defendants so far as
I am informed. I have since had a
long professional conference with her
at which this proceeding and matters
connected therewith were fully dis-
cussed.
"In common with her friends, she
believes that the initiative in these
proceedings was not taken by her son
or other relatives, but by others. who
in a markedly unusual manner and
by unique inehods, are undertaking,
under the guise of court proceed-
ings, to continue the persecution be-
gun some time ago.
Clear in Mind.
"From my conference wall her at
this time and on other recent oc-
casions, I am able to speak definitely
and positively. Her clearness of
mind and resolution af purpose have
been in no respect impaired by her
advanced years. Her capacity to
think clearly and to deal accurately
and justly ss ith iinportant business
affairs has never been more perfect-
ly demonstrated than in her confer-
ences and acts within the last two
weeks and in numerous business let-
ters in her own handwriting which
I have received from her during that
time.
"The amount of Mrs. Eddy's prop-
erty has been grossly multiplied by
rumor and unfounded reports. She
is not possessed of large wealth as
the term is used.
"Mrs. Eddy receives no income
from the church nor from the pub-
lication society connected with the
church. Her sole income for many
years has been from the copyrights
on her books and the amount from
this source has been grossly cars-
estimated.
Her Own Manager.
"Mrs Eddy's business affairs have
been managed by herself with the
aid of Mr. Frye, her devoted and loy-
al servant, and under the oversight
and personal audit of another gentle-
man, whose name has not been men-
tioned, but who ,stands for all that
is honorable and of good repute in
financial circles in Concord.
"Accurate accounts of all her prop-
erty and investments, as well as of
her annual income and expenditures,
have been carefully kept and fre-
quently audited. The lam audit was
in October, 1906. None of the de-
fendants named except Mr. Frye
have any connection with the man-
agement of her property or invest-
ments or have any knowledge in ref-
erence thereto, nor have any of said
defendants ever received any proper-
ty of Mrs. Eddy's which they hold in
trust or otherwise, except in one in-
stance, for the benefit of relatives.
"Inquiry has been made whether
the 'various defendants will accept
service of the proceeding. I cannot
Allen Hollis, I am counsel for Mrs.
Allen Hollis, I am dcounsel for Mrs.
Eddy alone. While_pc defendants
would undoubtedy be guided largely
by Mrs. Eddy's wishes, with respect
to these proceedings, I cannot, as
her legal representative, undertake to
speak for them."
Of all the statements in Mrs. Ed-
dy's reply the one embodied in the
last paragraph was regarded by the
few who saw it here tonight as
probaaly the moat important. It was
interpreted as Mrs. Eddy's decisipn
to hit back at United States Senator
Chandler, former Mayor Nathaniel
Martin, his partner Dewitt C. Howe
and the other taws-era acting for the
petitioners by bringing the subject
before the American Bar association
and seeking their disbarment on the
ground that they incited the action
by Glover and the other petitioners
to serve ulterior purposes.
Relatives Poor.
In Concord it is not believed that
Glover and the other relatives oflaIrs.
Eddy arc employing the eminent ar-
ray of counsel whose names are at-
tached as attorneys of record to their
petition. Everybody knows they are
much too poor for that and as no
suit for damages or money payment
of any kind is contemplated the Sen-
ator and his conferees 'cannot, it is
declared be working so arduoisly
on any contingent fee basis.
Fortunately.
(Washington Star.)
"Yoo cannot fully explain sun
spots or earthquakes, can you?"
"Fortunately, no," answered the
professor. "If these things were ful-
ly and satisfactorily explained, there
would he no farther demand for mag•
aaine articles about them."
•
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.14-k S Alit SHOCKED BY FREE TO SUBSCRIBERS
I HE AMERICAN WOMEN
HOW THEIR IDEAS OF BEAU-
TY AND MODESTY DIFFER
FROM OUR OWN.
But think Nothing of the Sexes
Bathing Together—Other Points
of Difference.
The demand for the 'exclusion of
the Japanese coolie from admission
as an immigrant to the United States
is deep seated in racial antagonism
that is deaf to argument. The in-
stinct of race preservation is one of
the most powerful factors in history,
for the reason that is has been the
unwritten law of progress and evolu-
tion since the time when loose-knit
tribes and clans made their first fee-
ble, halting steps in the direction of
civilization. And it is this instinctive
clash of races that has given the
Imodern world the desperately diffi-
cult problems of the emigrating
hordes from the Orient.
It is the position of women in the
civilization of Japan that brings the
sharpest clash with Occidental ideals.
According to Knox and a host of oth-
er writers the two great evils of
Japan are commercial dishonesty and
the degraded position of Japanese
women. A girl is viewed as the prop-
erty of her father, and with her he
can do as he pleases. When she mar-
ries, which is scarcely or never for
love as understood in America, the
property right passes to the hus-
band. Until recently, but least, she
had no property rights in herself,
and sould be killed for permitting
the attentions of other men without
her husband's • consent. Marriage,
however, puts no ban upon the hus-
band's pleasures, and if he adds a con-
cubine to his family, the wife must
look pleasant arid be politely sub-
TYVISSi Vf The wife bleconsas little
better than a iersant and is always
under the tendar mercies of her
mother-in-law.
The only act reqinrcd to make a
marriage legal is the withdrawal of
The bride's name from the list of
her father's \family and its registry
among those of her husband's family.
But the marriage relation is by no
means of a necessity permanent. The
husband's right of divorce is only
slightly limit*, and it is not unusual
for a man a send two or three
\saves back to their fathers before he
finds the woman who suits him. And
the wife is also permitted a similar
freedom in trial matrimony, but in
all cases the children remain in the
husband's family.
The American idea of chastity is
unknoan, particularly among the
lower classes. The ideal of ohed-
knee and submission takes its place.
Instead of being considered a dis-
grace. as among Western nations,
the girl or wife who sells herself to
relieve the financial or other diffi-
culties of father, brother, or husband
is considered a heroine. a theme
which is idealized in several Japanese 1dramas.
The prublem of the geisha and her
fascination is a deep one for Japan.
The wives of many of the leaders of
Japan have come from this class of
girls, and the fact of a previously gay
butterfly life leaves no stain on the
reputation of the wife. Much has
been written upon this institution,
which iesembles the hetaira of the
ancient Greeks and occupies a sim-
ilar position of quest-distinction in
the society. It has been the theme
of Western visiting poets and writers
and a glamour of beauty has been
thrown about the geisha which 'has
veiled the significance of the institu-
tion in its degradation of women.
While the geishas are fascinating lit-
tle beauties, elaborately trained in all
the arts of pleasing entertainment,
they are both fair and frail, and in
their system of education manner
takes a 'far precedence over moral,.
The Japanese idea of modesty is
in striking contrast to the prevailing
notion in the United States, and yet
upon analysis it frequently shows
more common sense and real decency
of feeling than the American article.
It is the Japanese belief that the ex-
posure of the body is immodest only
when it occurs for them conqucttish
purpose of attracting the attention of
the opposite sex The tight-fitting
gowns of American women, the de-
collete creations that set off a gleam-
ing expanse of shoulders, inexpress-
ibly shock the modesty of the Japan-:
ese. Ina the commingling of the
sexes nude in the bath brings never
a blush. Men and women, guiltless .
of sartorial protection, pay their de-
votion to cleanliness In an utter and
absolute unconsciousness of impro-
priety that amazes the sophisticated
Caucasian. Amusing talcs are told of
American missionaries who while tak-
ing bathe in the open courtyard of
inns, as is the custom, have been
horrified by the invasion of women
who failed to grasp the Occidental
idea of modesty. The embarrass-
ment reaches a climax when the lit-
tle 'housemaid. in obedience to es-
tablished traditions of hospitality, in-
sists upon aiding the blushing and
protesting bather to dry himself with
little toy towels. Modesty, however,
is much a question of longitude and
custom. The South Sea island girl,
vahose only clothing is. a tiny string
about her waist, feels the keenest
shame when discovered without its
protection.
The standard of Japanese beauty
differs materially from the old Greek
standard which has persisted in West-
ern civilization. Alice M. Macon in
ph e r "Japanese Women," says the
ideal Japanese female face must' be
long and narrow, the forehead high
and narrow in the middle, but wid-
ening and lowering at the sides, con-
forming to the outlines of the be-
loved Fuji, the mountain that Japan-
ese art loves to picture. The hair
should be straight and glossy black,
and absolutely smooth. Japanese la-
dies who have the misfortune to have
any wave or ripple in their hair, as
onany of taem do, are at as much
-pains to straighten it in the dressing
as American ladies are to stimulate
a natural curl when nature has de-
nied them that charm. The eyes
should be long and narrbw, slanting
upward at the outer corners; and the
eyebrows should be delicate lines,
high above the eye itself. The dis-
tinctly aquiline nose should be low
at the bridge, the curve outward be-
ginning much lower down than upon
the Caucasian face; and the eye sock-
et should not be outlined at all, eith-
er by the brow, the cheek, or by the
nose.
It is this flatness of the face about
the eyes that gives the mildness of
expression to all young people of
Mongolian type that is so noticeable
a trait always in their physiognoniy.
The mouth of an aristocratic Japan-
ese lady must be small, and the lips
full and red. The neck, which is a
conspicuous feature always when the
Japanese dress is worn, should be
long and slender, and gracefully
curved. The complexion should be
lien, a clear ivory white, with little
color in the cheeks. The blooming
country style of beauty is not ad-
mired, and everything, even to the
color of the cheeks, must be sacri-
ficed to gain the delicacy that is the
sine qua non of the Japanese beauty.
The figure should be slender, the
waist long but not especially small
and the hips narrow, to secure the
best effect with the Japanese dress
The head and shoulders should be
carried slightly forward, and the body
should also be bent forward slightly
at the waist, to secure the most wo-
manly and aristocratic carriage. In
walking, the step should be short and
quick, with, the toes turned in and
the foat lifted SO slightly that either
clog sir sandal will scuff at every
step. This is necessary for modesty
with the narrow skirt of the Japanese
dress.
Contrast with this type the fair.
curling hair, the round blue eyes, the
rosy cheeks, the erect, slim waisted,
large hipped figure of many foreign
beauties; the rapid, long, stepping
walk, and the air of almost masculine
strength and independence, which be-
long*, especially to English and Amer-
ican women, and one can see how
the Japanese find little that they rec-
ognize as beauty among them. Blue
eyes set in deep sockets and with the
bridge of the nose rising as a bar-
rier between them, impart a fierce
grotesqueness to the face that the un-
traveled Japanese seldom admires
The very babiet will scream with
horror at first sight of a blue-eyed,
light-haired foreigner, and it is only
after considerable familiarity with
such persons that they can be induc-
ed to show anything but the wildest
fright in their presence.
WOULD NEVER. NEVER
MARRY AGAIN—NO, NEVER!
Widows Hold Compact, But one of
Them Fell in Love, and —
Colorado Springs, Col , March 5. -
Geo. M. Irwin was appointed by the
court today to arbitrate the differ-
ences between Mrs. Nellie it. Hewitt,
and Mrs. Columbia Ann Robbins.
Tads ease is one of peculiar interest
and has engaged the courts here at
intervals for years.
Several years ago the women were
tereft each of a husband. Though
cnly irnmiddle life they entered into
a contract with each other never to
marry again. They formed a merger.
involving all their realty and personal
property, each assuming certain do-
n:es:tic duties. The contract signed
by them was like a marriage obliga-
tion, "To cherish, love and honor'
each until death do us part."
Real estate owned by each was
deeded in trust to a third person),
who deeded it to the two jointly.
Shortly afterward Mrs. Robbins
got married and went to live with her
husband. When it came to dividing
tire porperty trouble ensued, and the
eed is not yet.
Mrs. Hewitt claims Mrs. Robbins
tanake her agreement and forfeited all
her rights to the property.
Now He Has Clistomers.
(Detroit News.)
In a small Michigan town a client-
less dentist. hung an empty window
sash in front of his office the other
day.
"What does this mean?" asked a
passerby.
"That's my symbol," said the den-
tist. "That's a paneless sash, see?
I'm a painless dentist."
ADVERTISE IN THE REGISTER
'AND GET RESULTS
a
Beautiful Framed Picture
The Twice-a-Week Republic, of St.
Louis, Mo., is giving away a beauti-
fully framed picture, size 5 1-2 by
7 1-4 inches, to every one sending $1
for the year's subscription to their
great semi-weekly paper and Farm
Progress, a monthly agricultural pa-
per published by The Republic.
This offer is open to both new and
old subscribers. If you she taking
the paper at present, send in your dol-
lar and have your time marked up for
one year and get one of these beauti-
ful pictures without any extra cost.
The pictures re genuine works of
art, done in nine colors. Two of them
are heads of beautiful girls. One
wears a black picture hat and has two
roses pinned to her pink bodice. I'
this one is desired, order No, to, "The
Spring Girl" No. it, or "The Summer
Girl," wears a light brown picture
hat, trimmed with light green. She
also wears a white and green waist,
with a bunch of very pretty flowers at
her breast. The remaining picture, or
No. 12, is a three-quarter length pie
ture representing "The Winter Girl,"
with a long cost, boa about her neck
and a muff.
The frames are made of rounded
metal and are all black. To tell them
from real ebony it would be necessary
so take them from the wall for ex-
amination. The pictures and frames
are neat and pretty enough to grace
the walls of a millionaire's home.
There is nothing cheap or shoddy
looking about them. They earners be
duplicated in the retail stores los less
than so cents. Fhe best recommenda-
tion that we can give them is to elm
that if you are not thoroughly satis-
fied with your picture they will reglad
the money for your subscription sad
pay the postage for returning the pic-
ture to them.
If you are already a subscribes to
the TWICE-A-WEEK REPUBLIC,
or if you want only the agricultural
monthly, Farm Progress, send a silver
dime for one year's subscription to
this big sixteen-page farm and home
paper. The TWICE-A-WEEK RE-
PUBLIC is the oldest and best semi-
weekly family paper in the country,
and Farm Progress is the fastest
growing farm monthly in America.
Remember that you get both these
splendid publications for a year and
one of these handsomely framed pic-
tures, all for only $s.
Remit by postoffice or express
money order, registered letter or banhi
draft. Do not send personal cfrecta.
Write name and address plainly. Ad.
dress all orders to the St. Louis Re-
public, St. Louis, Mo
Abram L. Weil ec Co
FIRE INSUHANCE
A*.LICItnt Life, 1"rn
Campbell I
Mice Phone 369. 
- Residence Phone 734
Caron Directory Company
Of Louisville, Kentucky
Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
Foe the Convenience of our pat rons and the citizens of Paducah, wehave placed copies of the directories o f the cities named below in the sawsing Register office at 523 Broadwa y, where the public is invited to eaS
when desiring ths address of any r esident of the cities named.
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE UNITED
STATES.
List of Directories on File
ALLEORINT CITY, PA. MANITOIL COLO.
AT! ANTA, OA. MEMPHIS, TEMA
BALT/MORE, MD. MILWAtnna WIS.
BOSTON, MASK MINNEAPOLIS, MINK
BRIDGEPORT, CO NH. NASHVILLE, TENN.
BRONX, N. Y. NAUGATUCK, CONN.
BROOKLYN, N. Y. NEWARK, N. J.
BUFFALO, N. T. NEW ALBANY, IND.
CHATTANOOGA. TENN. NEW HAVEN, CO MN.
CINCINNATI. 0. NEW ORLEANS, LA.
CHICAGO, ILL. NEWPORT, KY.
CLEVELAND, 0. NEW YORK CITY.
COLUMBUS, 0. NORWICH. CONN. .
COLORADO CITY, COLO. PADUCAH, KY.
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO. PHILADELPHIA. PA.
COVINGTON, KT. RICHMOND, DID.
DAYTON, 0. RICHMOND, VA.
DENVER. COLO. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAFL
DETROIT, IICICH. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL,
D/ETRICT OF COLUMBIA. ST. PAUL, WEIL
DULUTH. MINN. ST. LOVER HO.
FATEFIELD, COMM. SOUTHPORT, CONN.
DIDIANAPOLIS, IND. SPRENOFEELD, 0.
JEFFERSONVILLE. IND. STRATFORD. CO Nit.
KANSAS CM, EA& SUPERIOR can, MUM
zitorvru-s. TENN. TOLEDO, 0.
LOS ANGELES. CAL.
LOUISVILLE, KT.
MANHATTAN, N. Y.
MANCHESTER. VA.
COPIES OF PADUCAH DIRECTORY FOR
111111," SAL*:
PRICE $4.00
UTICA. N. T.
WATERBURY, COMM.
YONKERS, N. T.
CARON DIRECTORY COMPANY
Register Office, 523 Broadway
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TO RESTRAIN REVEALS MANY
STATE BOARD STATE SECRETS
'
DR. RUBLE, OF SMITHS
GROVE, ATTACKS STATE
BOARD OF HEALTH.
Seeks Injunction Restraining the
Board in Attempt to Revoke
His License.
The power of the state board of
health is now being attacked in the
courts and a strong test of its power
and discretion will be made, says
the Mayfield Messenger.
Dr. W. R. Ruble, of Smiths Grove,
Warren county, and who was a form.
er resident, of Mayfield and who
well known in both the city and
county, through his attorneys, Sims,
DuBose & Rhodes, Friday in Bowl-
ing Green, filed suit in circuit court
(against the Kentucky state board of
health.
It is an injunction suit and Dr.
Ruble asks the court for en order,
enjoining and restraining the board
from proceeding further with its at-
tempt to revoke his license to prac-
tice medicine in the state. The peti-
tion ts quite lengthy and sets up
the face that in January, 1907, be was
cited to appear before the board at
Louisville and show cause why his
license should not tic revoked be-
cause he had been guilty of the
practice of criminal abortion, lie
says that he is not guilty of the
charge and that the board at its
meeting in Louisville said it was
satisfieel that the defendant produced
an abortion on Ethel Skaggs. but
continued the trial till March 6th in
order, as they said, to look into the
Jaw of criminal abortion. He charges
that the board has determined to re-
voke his license and will do so on
"March 6th, notwithstanding he is
not goiter of the charger brought
against him, unless prevented by thc
court. lie also says in his petition
that the statue establishing the board
sod giving it the tight to revoke the
license of physicians is against thc
constitution of both the state and the
United, States and he pray* that the
board be stopped by the court from
revoking his license or proceeding
further in the matter.
Dr. Fuller, of ties city, is a mem-
ber of the board and %ill attend the
meeting Wednesday.
It is claimed that the board ha,
so such arbitary power as that of
revoking the litenee of physicians
witimut a trial before the courts of
the state.
What the World Owes to Dreamers.
(Grusin S Maiden In "Success Mai;
twine '.1
Once %then Emerson was in the
et-Inman) of men of affairs. who had
been discussing railroads, stock., and
other business matters for in time.
he said. "Gentlemen, now let us talk
of real things for a while"
Emerson was called the "dreamer
of dreamers." because he hail the pro-
phetic vision that saw the world that
would be. the higher eivilination to
come Tens of thousands of men
and .women today stand where he
etood almost alone. Dreamier(' in
this eense are true prophets. They
gee the civilization that will be long
before it arrives.
It was such dreamers who saw the
great metropolis of Chicago in a
etraggling Indian village, the Oma-
has, the Kansas Cities. the Denvere,
the Salt Lake Cities, the Los Angeles,
and the San Francisco. many years
before they arrived, that made their
•existence possible.
It was such dreamers as Marshall
Field, Joseph Leiter and Potter Pat-
ine'', who saw in the ashes of , the
burned Chicago a new and glorified
city, infinitely greater, and grander
thars the old. •
As it was the dreamers of '49 who
built the old San Francisco and
made it the greatest port on the
western coast. eo, when San Fran-
Tivo lay in ashes: a few months ago.
and 3oo,000 people were homeless, it
was the dreamers of if aday who saw
The new city in the ashes of the old,
'where others raw only desolation,
arnt who, with indomttable grit, that
IttncOnquerable 'American will that
characterized the pioneers of aeleali
eectury before, began to plan a new
itilby greater and grander than before.
Whit 'a picture the dreamer Colum.
bus presented as he went about ex-
-ricked to continual scoffs and indigni-
ties, characterized as an adventurer.
s-he very children, taught to regard
him as a madman, pointing td their
foreheads as he passed! lie dream-
ed of a world beyond the seas,_and,
in spite of ivrispeakable obstacles, .his
visions became a glorious reality.
He 'died a negtected•beggat, al-
though his dreams had enriched the
world, while "a piCkle dealer of Se-
ville gave his name to the mighty
continent Columbus had discovered.
'ut was this Genoese dreamer a fail-
SOME VERY INTERESTING IN-
FORMATION CONCERNING
TRIPLE ALLIANCE.
Diplomatic History Made Public By
Those Who Participated In
Its Making.
Paris, March .—Si'---,5 e•-ey inter-
esting revelations concerning tit
diplomatic history .of the Triple Alli-
ance were made in a recently publish-
ed volume entitled, "The Ambassa-
dorship at Paris of Baron DeMohr-
enheim." Niohrenheine for fourteen
years, was the Russian Ambassador
at Paris, and conducted the Russian
end of the negotiations which re-
sulted in the dual alliance. Jules
Hansen, the anthor of the book, was
the counsellor of the embassy dur-
ing that period. Hansen claims his
information comes from a "sure
source." He says that besides the
official treaty constituting the Triple
Alliance with its pended military
conventions, Emperor William and
King Humbert verbally agreed their
words of honor to remain true to the
alliance and to use every influence,
should the case arise, to prevent their
ministers from dissolving rt.
joined by Francis Joseph.
Emperor Francis Joseph tater
joined this pact, and autograph let-
ters between the three sovereigns
consecrating it were afterwards ex-
changed. When made, Hansen says,
the Kaiser was thinking only oi
France, Emperor Francis Joseph only
of the possible aggressions of Rus-
sia and the Slays in the Balkans. The
military portion of the convention
was prepared with the most scropu--
lout care. It foresaw the possible
necessity for the union of the Ger-
man and Austrian forces on the Rhe-
nish frontier against France, the an-
ion of the Italian and the German
fleets in the Baltic against Russia
and joint operations of the allied ar-
mies ar.d navies in the DardenclIct
and beyond. Hansen says:
"This information is absolutely ex-
act, and one of the reasons Germany
always opposed the publication of the
troaty was because it contained as
many clauses against Russia as
against France, and its divulgence
would only have hastened thc con-
elusion of 'the dual alliance by'dissi-
toting Russia's last hesitatiohs."
Curious Feature.
But the most curious feature of the
"history" is the statement that Eng-
land was at one time practically a
party to it. •
"in the treaty as it existed beim('
I :pox" says Dr. Hansen, "there was
;a elastic. or rather a reservation, in-
serted by the Italian cabinet where-
by in no caee could Italy be engaged
1
in a league against England."
In the renewal of the treaty in
1902, M. Prinetti forgot the reserve
covering England.
"Great Britain." says Dr. Hanger).
"was very prudent, and was netter
more than partially engaged.
"The foreign office (England) lim-
ited itself to declaring that in the
, event of war between Russia and
,Austria, or between France and Italy
'in the Mediterranean, it was probable
that Great Britain would intervene
against Russia in 'the one case and
France in the other without admit-
ting that his declaration entailed upon
F.riglald obligations as a caws ford-
erit."
1 Passes and the Pullman Company.
tKansaa City Journal.)
Probably tlie greatest sufferers
from the discontinuance of free pass-
es is the Pullman company. Very
few of the thousands who received
any favors at the hands of the Pull-
man company. They paid for their
berths like other passengers. Rid-
ing without cost, they generally felt
able to indulge in the luxury of a
bed. Cutting off the bulk of this
travel has cut off many thousands of
the Pullmans.' revenue. In fact, hun-
dreds of cars are hauled, back and
forth now that arc little more than
so many empties. Any commercial
traveler wilt hear witness to this.
Monitorites.
That new PadticAh-Cairo via May-
field special train which was an-
nounced to get 'busy last week is
thus fa; only one vsecis behind time.
* "The band, boys paraded the
streets of our city yesterday hot for-
got to carry their instruments. * * *
Mother's bread is all right, "Mother-
in-law's bread" is the announced
name for a new loaf to be put on the
market. When this' is all in stock
you'll pass the corn bread, please!
—Mayfield Monitor.
se •
The War is Over.
(Philadelphia Inquirer.)
The, Venezuelan revolution it-end-
ed. after an existence of eight days,
she? 'Ask more than a hundred mil- f but as those were Only twenty men
lion People who inhabit this vast eneracred in it, that seems rather a
wilderness, the greatest continent long hue for l,7uii .' r.
'the sun ever shone upon, if this
dreamer was a failure!
Our public parks, our art galleries.
our greet institutions, are dotted
wind enontements and statues. which
the korld hes built to its dreamers-
men and wome,n who dreamed of bet-
ler things, of better days for the hu-
rnin race. Ii. '4-
Musical.
(Philadelphia Bulletin.)
It doesn't make hand organ music
fine to be ground.
Take the dreamers out of the his-
tory of the world, and Alm would
care to read it? ,
• ,
A GHETTO STORY.
WI MARY BIRNMISTOCI.
We trudged our way through the
narrow Ghetto streets on the afternoos
of a sultry day until we reached our Che
der, which was a dingy apartment is
a tenement house. We vote very rest-
less and boisterous, but our Rabbi Jo.
seph did not check our noise as he gen.
orally did. Ilia thoughts seemed too fat
away. I looked at hint closely, for hit
preoccupied air always made in. won.
der what his past life had been.
He was about CO years of age. Poss
arty must have been his constant COM-
ea111011, because furrods of care were
ou his broad wrinkled forehead. His
eyes peered out of their sockets as it
they implored pity, and were now and
then raised in prayer to the Heavenly
Father. On the side of his ears loin'
tiro earlocks, according to oriental
fashion. His beard was long and
hoary. Ills shoulders were so bent and
surveil the he seemed to have borne the
yoke and persecution of his race for cen•
butes. A large Hebrew book lay open
before him, as If the very leaves spoke
to him and revealed the powers and
splendors of the Almighty. Although he
was poor, we boys always revered him
for his age and ancient learning.
Then we seated ourselves upon a large
wooden bench, which creaked under us
Moses, who sat next to me, pricked my
feet with a pin under the table. This
made me howl, and I vowed that when
we were dismissed I would repay his
with Interest.
"Sha!" said rabbi, in his deep, torero.
tag voice, "If you premise to be good I
will tell you a rtory afterward."
This made us quiet soon enough. for
we always delighted In the iv-ories ot
our past glories. Yet I must say that
perhaps we thought more of the corn
lug story than of our prayer. Then, Is
the Hebrew sing-song, we began to rte
cite • psalm with real vigor. Our hesdi
shook, our feet swung, and, to complete
the noise, the bench creaked terribly
When we had thalshed Rabbi Joseph
began as follows:
"You know it Is sometimes a relief
to tell all that lies upon one's heart:
tie cleared his voice and gathered
courage.
"I had wealthy parents and received
a good ad mention. My youth passed
away happtia. for I knew no eat-a.
When I was ri years old I married
Esther. a good and beautiful maiden.
She was the daughter of Rabbi Bea
Era. As pure as a lily was her soul.
Oh, Father. keep It within thy care!"
Here he lifted up his hands and his
voice was full of passion, while two
tears ran down his cheeks and lost
themselves within the ringlets of his
beard.
We boys put our arms upon one an
other's shoulders and seemed to nestle
closer to the speaker.
"Not long," he concluded, "was my
borne to be the source of comfort for
the poor and homeless, for the czar Is
sued an edict expelling the Hebrews; of
the villages. I had to go where all my
brethren went, into the gloomy ghettos
of a few large, overcrowded cities. At
Vilna I suffered the woes of my people
I gave myself up to teachlog by day
sad I studied by night.
"One evening when I was at my
studies in my humble dwelling I felt
comforted that the Ruaelaus could not,
$t least, take my Esther from ma
Then, with a tremendous crash. the
doors were suddenly thrown open, and
two drunken officers entered. They
thrust my wife serer, and, seizing me
by the collar, they dragged me into the
told, snowy streets. I heard the
screams and shrieks of Esther. Oh!
I can bear them yet. They echo dry
and hollow within my heart.
"I was placed upon a wagon, on
which I found many of my miserable
brethren. We afterward found out that
the army wanted soldiers, and this is
bow It got them. After a tew days
journey we arrived at a village Inhab-
tied by peasants. Each man was given
to a peasant who did with him as he
"I had to work from daybreak until
night. and my food ems coarse brown
bread. I slept in the stable among the
tout strew in the winter, and to the at-
tic In the summer. If I did not please
my master I could be Bogged to death
Who eared? My Place would soon be
filled. Thus I passed some time, for
this was a sort of preparation to enter
the army.
"At last I succeeded in escaping, and
I fled to this free country. Oh, you
who are yet young, take pride in this
land of freedom. If she does not re-
quire you to die for her, then live for
her and make her glorlbus!"
The sun was already declining and
silence reigned In the room.
"And your wife, your wife!" we re-
minded him. For answer he handed us
a newspatter. This is what we read:
"Ellstber, the daughter of Rabbi Ben
Era, died at Viten. All feel her loss,
for she was like a grandmother, to the
whole community. She had lived a life
of unselflshiness and self-gemlike. She
was an angel 'of the sick and the poor,
gay her soul rest in peace."
"And there remains one thing for me
now," said Rabbi Joseph. "I too, want
tc rest in peace.' If I could but tread
upon the land of ,my forefathers 1
should be satisfied. Judah, oh, Judah!
bow long are thou to roam?"
Then his head sank lower and 1-Arer,
as if bowed down by grief and suffer-
ing. The shadows of darkness crept
into the room and our rabbi seemed
unconscious of us. We guletly arose
and walkedhut of the dark room, leav-
ing our rabbi with head still bent.
I forgave Moses his pranks, and as
we walked along we sang the u'llStilt-
rah." When we reached our homes
the street lamps were already klndled
sad a cool brew* was blowing —N.
•
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(Chicago Chronicle.)
William Dean Howells at a Lent-
en dinner in New York said: "I
heard of a striking simile the other
day. A lady was doing some Lenten
marketing-s.buying eggs, fish, fruit.
Passing before a fruit stand, she ex-
amined a heap of pears. 'Are these
juicy?' she asked.
"'Juicy,' said the dealer warmly,
'Why, ma'am, they're as juicy as iny
old pipe.'"
Stuyvesant Fish, seated in -his
Broadway office, was describing fur a
Well-known financial editor the char-
acter of a western financier.
"The man's success amazes me,"
said Mr. Fish, "for he is altogether
lacking in courage and initiative. In
short, lie is like that husband who,
after answering the letter carrier's
ring, returned and said timidly to
his wile: 'A letter for me, dear. May
I open it?'"
Dr. IL W. Wiley %as reminded by
the pure food law of a story.
"A country grocer," he said, was
talking to a throng of Customers
about the wonderful sense of touch
that the blind have. 'Here comes
old blind Henry Perkins now,' said
the grocer. 'We'll test him.' And
he took a scoopful of sugar and ex-
tended it to the old man. 'Feel this,
Henry,' 'he said, 'and tell us what it
is'
"The blind man put his hand in
the scoop, passed its contents through
his fingers and said in a firm, confi-
dent tone. 'Sand.' "
Nfelton C. Weeks in the course of
an address in Denver on the new
pure drug law told a drug story.
"Dear knows( said Mr. Weeks,
"we ought to give the people pure
drugs—we charge them enough for
them. Sometimes I think we drug
dealers would get along better if we
didn't show ourselves so greedy in,
our charges. Vs% are too much like
a druggist I used to know in Santa
Fe. A miner rode into Santa Fe
with dyspepsia one day, consulted a
doctor and took his prescription to
my druggist friend to he made up.
"'Well, how much?' asked the min-
er when the prescription had been
finished.
"!Let's see,' said the druggist. 'It's
a dollar ten for the medicine and 15
cents for the bottle. That makes—'
Ife hesitated, afraid be might have
forgotten something. and the miner
said impatiently: 'Well, hurry -up,
boa.. Put a price on the corks and
let us know the worst.'"
J. G. Phelps Stokes has withdrawn
his support front the Young Men's
Christian association becousc in
some of its classes business methods
of a very worldly description arc
taught.
"The a s soc iat ion,'' said Phelps
Stc.kes recently. -attempts -to give
good reason for teaching the•tacties
of Wall street. It, attempts to rec-
oncile such teachings with its Chris-
tian character. It fails like a huck-
ster who attempted to account for
the miserable condition of lyis horse.
"'Why,' said a woman to the man,
'your horse is tieing skeleton. Don't
you ever feed him?'
"'Feed him" vend the huckster.
'Well, that's a good one, that is.
Witty, he's got two bushels of oats
and a ton of hay at home now, only
lie ain't got time to cat 'cm.'"
T. A. Italy, whose charming bank
of verse, "Canzoni." has set him in
the front rank of American poets,
was congratul'ated' the other day on
his book's remarkable success.
"Well," said Mr. Daly smiling. "I
hope that this toiccese won't make
me as conceited as most young poets
are. There is, for instance, a young
poet at the Franklin inn, and, the
(lay after I visited the Franke inn
a friend of this young man said to
nie: 'I'm abraid you hurt Rinses'
feelings last night, Tom,'
'What did I say?' I asked.
'Yon said there was only one
Shakespeare.'"
General' Funston at a dinner at
San Francisco cited an example of
great piesence of mind.
"In the height of the disorder here
he said, "a mob was looting a big
grocery when a band of soldiers ar-
rived on the scene. One thief had
seized two hams and was about to
make off with one under each arm
when he ran plump into an officer.
Placing the hams into the other'
arms, he said peremptorily: 'Take
care of -these, my- man, or the first
thing you know they will be stolen.'"
During a Lenten lecture on the
poor Jacob A. Riis, author of "How
the Otlfer Half Lives," said: "The
slums of New York. when I first
can to know them as a police re-
porter, were disheartening 'indeed. To
clean (hens seemed as hopeless as
cleaning an Augean stable. It was
like the case of a slum boy whom I
heard about the other day. 'Jackie,'
said this boy's mother, 'your face is
fairly clean, but how' did,. you get
such dirty hands?' • •
'-Washin' me face,' said the boy:"
• •
"On' Mine. Bernhardt's last visit to
us;" said a manager, "she was be-
guiled one afternoon to a charity ba-
zaar at the St. Regis.
"She was beautifully (*seised in
gray, with an umbrella of gray silk.
and as she stood at the embroidery.
•
* THE TRAGEDIES OF
MODERN LIFE *
•
seasitssieresseeteessseasiase*********et
(Louisville Post.)
Ruskin, in "Sesame and Lilies," de-
clares that Shakespeare has no he-
roes; hes has only heroines. "There
is not," says he, "one entirely he-
roic figure in all his plays, whereas
there is hardly a play that has not
a perfect woman in it, steadfast in
grave hope and errorless purpose."
Further he' says: "The catastro-
phe of every play is caused always
by the folly or fault of a man. The
redemption, if there be any, la b*,
the wisdom and virtue of a woman.
Failing that, there is none. The
catastrophe of King Lear is owing
to his want of judgment, his impa-
tient vanity, his misunderstanding of
his children.
"Observe further." says Ruskin,
"among all the principal figures in
Shakespeare's plays there is only one
weak woman, Ophclia; and it is be-
cause she fails Hamlet at the criti-
cal moment and is not and cannot in
her nature be a guide to him when
he needs her most that aU the bitter
catastrophe follows."
Ruskin then reviews the works of
Scott and concludes, "so that in all
cases, with Scott as with Shakespeare
it is the woman who watches over
and guides the youth. It is never by
any chance the youth who watches
over or educates his mistress."
The contention of Ruskin, support-
ed by this reference (to the great
characters of literature, can be
broadened and sustained by the great
tragedies of real lifi, of daily life.
All the disasters,' all of the over-
whelming and crushing experiences
of lie, its dark' degradations, the im-
measurable consequences of events
may be traced to the folly or the
fault of a man deepened by the
ure, the folly, the shortcoming of a
woman. There are, says Ruskin.
three wicked women among the prin-
cipal figures in Shakespeare's works
—Lady Macbeth, Regan and Goneril
—"frightful exceptions to the ordi-
nary laws of life, fatal in their influ-
ence also in proportion to the power
for good which they have abandon-
ed."
Just now the daily press is full of
examples of this character. In the
Thaw tragedy it is the evil in man
unresisted, the weakness and tfolly of
the woman which brought disaster
to the house. The one character in
that course of events that redeems it
is the mother of the man on trial
for his life—her steadfastness. 'her
devotion, her huthiltation, her daily
sacritice5.
In Virginia there is that other ter-
rible tragedy, two brother* who have
.slain the man- whom they compelled
to marry their sister. In Chicago
there is the hfcDonald tragedy. which
has resulted in the death of one man,
the dementia of the woman and the
collapse of her husband. In Denver
there is Om story of a divorce that
wrecks two homes, destroys the
standing of a Presbyterian minister.
leaves three children homeless and a
woman in despair.
These and others that might be
mentioned are not the ordinary got-
sip of the tenderloin, not merely in-
cidents in what might be termed the
daily criminal record of a great peo-
ple; they are tragedies that stand
apart from the usual events in the
criminal calendar; cases in which the
wreck is overwhelming; in which the
opportunity for better things was of-
fered time and again Ito these men
and women; in which a tragedy was
precipitated by man's folly and by
woman's weakness, upon which falls
no light save that which comes from
such women as Ruskin speaks of—
Shakespeare's women and the wom-
en of Scott, "with endless variety of
grace, tenderness and intellectual
power, an isiallible sense of dignity
and justice, u fearless. instant and un-
tiring self- ,crit;ce e even the ap-
pearance of duty, much more to its
real claims; and finally a patient wiss
dom of deeply restrained affection
which does infinitely more to proteot
its objects from, a momentary error;
it -gradually forms, animates and ex-
alts the characters of the unworthy
lovers."
The man that trusts his fellow-
men -can generally he trusted • by
them.
booth she laid ',the umbrella on the
counter.
"Instantly the young girl who con-
riveted the booth seized the pretty
umbrella, waved it over her head and
cried:
".'How much am I bid or Mrne.
Bernhardt's umbrella? Fifty? Twen-
ty-five? Ten?'
"And while the actress looked on
smiling there ensued a spirited aims
tient that ended in the umbreIlt's
kale to a western brewer for Soo"
Lloyd Griscom described at a din-
ner ;IT Washington a diplomatic game
of baseball in Brazil.
"An Englishman," he said in the
course of this description, "caught for
his side, though the poor fellow ses
strange to the .caj.rher's box.
"The Englishman grew confused
in the second inning, missed a ball
and it struck him on the nose, keel-
ing him-over.
"'What was it?' 'he said feebly as
•he came to.
"'A fool—only a foul,' said the
it
""Man alive,' said the Englishman.
'I thottght it was a mule,' ",
B. F. Sears
RACTI_ SURVE1"..ses
Caenty Work
Old 'Phone 620-3. 
- Kr.
I. K. HENDRICK,
J. G. MILLER
WM. MARBLb
Hendrick, Miller
ab Marble
LAWYERS.
Practice in all the courts of th
State. Both phones 31.
ROOMS I, 2, 3 and 4, Register Build-
ing. 523 I-2 Broadway.
C. MANNINO SEARS, M.O.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
E. H. PURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6, Register Buildin.t,
$23 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone 490; Old 141117 R
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law,
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 419 BROADWAY
TELEPHONES:
Residence, 296; Office, 355.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOURNOY & REED, fs
LAWYERS
Rooms ro, ir and 12, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY,
ALBEN W. BARKLEY !
Attorney at Law.
Room No. s. Paducah
Columbia Bldg. Kentucky
Old Phone 1992,
OLIVER, OLIVER & McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.
Room ire. Fraternity Building.
New Phone :14 Old Phone 484A
•
R. T. LIGHTFOOT
Lawyer.
flim=••=1••••11
Will Practice in all Courts of Ken
tucky.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS
(Homeopathist)
Office 306 Broadway—Phone 120
Residence flio Broadway.
Phone r4g.
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
401 Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red,
PADUCAH. KENTUCKY
-
A. S DABNEY
_DENTIST!
Truehart Building
TEL. sir R
4
NOTICE
Hithest Prices Paid for Second-Haw
STOVES AND FURNITURE
lay anything and sell everything.
allow Court Street; Old Plums
13111A.
Clem Fransiola
MOVING WAGON IN CONNEC-
TION.
(1.
Choose Your
Druggist
WITH THE SAME INTELLI-
GENT CARE THAT YOU SE-
LECT YOUR DOCTOR.
The ability and integrity of the man
who prepares your medicine is just
96 Important to you as the kpowledge
and skill of the man who orders it.
You select your doctor because you
have conEdence in his ability. Choose
your druggist for the same good rea-
son. The work of each depends for
its success on the work of the other.
At M'Pherson's drug store, no boy or
unregistered clerk is allowed to pre-
pare your medicine.
Read that over again and think
about it.
McPherson's
Drug Store..
• 4 •
•
POPULAR WANT& •
4k
it • • • • • • • • • • • • •
FOR RENT—Elegant flats, Sev
enth and Broadway. Apply to B.
Scott.
(sit a Mrs. Eugene Wilson for
alashionah'e dressmaking at 726 Jef-
ferson street. Old 'Phone iao.
FOR SALE—Boarding house fur-
rime all complete, good asitew. Ap-
ply at Hudson House, 220 N. 4th St.
!'orrnerly Hart house.
A few more boarder) and roomers
-an be accommodated at "The Inn.'
so North Seventh, 'phone 1578.
For up-to-date cleaning and press-
ins garments go to Solomon the Tail.
'r, 113 South Third St. Two 'phones.
WAgT E D—B oar d
ewe, children. Must
arst class. Address
. et, with terms.
for couple with
be central and
II., Register of-
FOR RENT—A nice front room,
Furnished or unfurnished, with board;
also boarders uanted at 622 Jeffer-
son st. 'Phone 2827.
LOST—Gold cross with "Pearl' en-
graved on it, on Broadway between
Fourth and Ninth streets. Finder
return to Register and be rewarded.
LOST — Between the Kentucky
theatre and Cochran flats on North
Ninth, gold locket with monogram
-M. V. L'.: engraved, containing
lady's picture. Finder retrtm to RIg-
I-ter and receive reward.
LOST—Dropped on South Side of
Zroadway between Sixth and Seventh
streets about 11 o'clock a. m. Monday
March 4th, near Tate's grocery, an
envelope containing gold eye glasses
steel spectacles and silver comb Nvi t h
Mrs. D. G. hfinrrell's name on the
•ctside of envelope. Several bills
roide with her name on them inclos-
ed in a paper bag from Ogilvie's.
tardie% hying across the street saw
tier drop the bag and befote she
_mild be notified parties passing
nicked up the package. They will
slease return the articles and claim
a lea rd.
.••••••••
KILLED IN
TRAIN HOLD.-UP
TWO PASSENGERS SHOT FOR
RESISTING ROBBERS NEAR
PITTSBURG, KAN.
•
Plucky Negro Fired at Robbers But
Was Instantly Killed By
Them.
Pittsburg, Kan., , March 5.—The
Missouri Pacific passenger train
which left here at 7:20 this evening
was held up by two men in disguise
anti Lou Jeff, a colored miner em-
ployed at camp 31 of the Central Coal
and Coke company, was killed be-
cause he protested. W. L Westlake
of Toledo, 0., who with his wife and
two children had been visiting rela-
tives in Kansas, was shot through the
hand by a stray bullet that had been
fired at the negro. There were few
passengers on the train and the rob-
bers secured only a little over $loo
in cash and a few watches and revol-
Ver.S.
Men Only Slightly Disguised.
The men were disguised only with
false mustaches and goatees, one a
tail man weighing between 18o and
icio and the other about itao pounds.
Loth were dark complexioned and
wore dark slouch hats and dark
clothes. They boarded the train
here at the station and began work-
ing the train as it passed the Kansas
City Southern shops.
They commenced at the smoking
sar and one walked ahead with a
big revolver in each hand and quietly
asked the passengers to "shell out"
to the man behind, who was closely
following. They were not far behind
the train auditor and followed him
Into the ladies' coach
Killed in Resisting.
When they came to Jeff in the
ladies' coach he at once grasped the
(idea that it was a holdup and after'
I
the auditor had passed him he pulled
his revolver and took a shot at the
foremost robber, who shot twice at
him. The first shot went wild and
struck Westlake, but the second
:truck the negro in the head and kill-
s.' him instantly. They then quietly
made the auditor stand and deliver
and hurriedly lett the train as it en-
tered the yards at Cornell. Westlake,
the wounded passenger, was taken to
Liberal, where his hand was dressed
by the local surgeon of the company.
As soon as comniunication could be
had with Agent Donally of this place
a switch engine with a posse of offi-
cers was sent to Cornell, which is
only four miles from here.
The country surounding Pittsburg
k thickly settled and is dotted with
scores of villages and mining camps.
It is reported that the news that a
miner was killed by the bandits has
spread rapidly and that the miners
are aroused and will make an attempt
ta capture and lynch the men.
Vt'ARTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
kbie-bodied unmarried men between
?gas of 78 alai 35; citizens of United
•;tates, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can *peak, read
and write F..nglish. For information
apply to Recruiting Officer. New
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
Expert Accountant
lAriilpest, examine, systematize and
andlt tooks by the day, week or the
job. Terms reasonable.
JOHN D. SMITH, JR., rt8 Fra
ternity building.
GRAND EXHIBITION,
Large Audience Satisfied With the
Attraction Offerred.
Backnan's Glass Blowers opened
!heir exhibition last night to a large
and well pleased audience, many
'tales and shildren being present.
This is without a doubt the best
exhibition of its character that has
ever been seen in Paducah and every-
one should pay them a visit during
their stay here.
The "team engine in full operation
is a wonderful piece of work, and.
won many words of admiration.
.The glass dresses were admired by
the many ladies present. All of the
handsome presents made by the
artists were given away to the pat-
rons. They ere open from 2 to 5
and to 7 to 040 p.
The admission is only to cents and
every visitor .receives- a souvenir.
Let us send your sick friend a box
of flowers or a nice plant, they will
appreciate it
L BRUNSON & CO.
"LIGHTS AND SHADOWS."
it the title ..f a nice Wok of poems
jutt issued by C. W. Merriweather.
colored, of the city. They deal most-
ly wish the life and sentiment% of
his people, some of them however,
are beautifully descriptive of nature
and farm life, and as a whole, stamp
the rfuthor with exceptional genius
for one of his race. The binding is of
a fawn color and the price 5oc
CORTELYOU HOPES
TO CATCH 'THIEF.
Washington, D. C.. March 5.--Sec-
rstary of the Treasury Cortelyou will
give personal attention to the Chi-
cago sub-oleastiry robbery and will
pursue the thief who got away with
$1;sa,000. Before leaving the depart-
ment former Secretary Shaw and his
successor went over the reports re-
ceived from Assistant Treasurer
Lantz and Chief Wilkie of the secret
service.
That the officials arc close on the
trail of the thief is admitted by Mr.
Shaw, but lie will not intimate who
is the suspect.
"It is a straight steal," Mr. Shaw
said just after be had turned his of-
fice over to Mr. Cortelyou. "The
report: leave no doubt on that point.
Suspicion points to one man, but I
must not disclose his identity as that
might be an injustice or it might in-
terfere with the efforts of the treas-
y agents to fix definitely the
crime."
Chief Vv-ilkie's report is awaited
with much anxiety by the treasury
chiefs here. Up to this afternoon
the only reports received were rou-
tine recitals of whet was done from
day to day, but these reports do not
oiler sufficient foundation on which
to base conclusions.
Chief Wilkie has telegraphed the
department here that "the case is not
hopeless." *hich is interpreted that
he has his eyes on the man who stole
the money and Is waiting to get
stronger evidence before making an
arrest. Secretary Cortelyou declines
529 Broadway. • tp _torment on the case.
•
--Plain City lodge of Masons met
last evening at the Fraternity build-
nd initiated three candidates.
Potitions wers received.
St. Louis' LeasEng Hotel.
When.in St. Louis stop at the Plan-
ters Hotel, you'll meet your friends
.there. .
•
•
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ALL ABIDING 1GREAT RUSH
BY THE LAW IN TOBACCO
LYCURGUS RICE NOT TAKING HUNDREDS OF WAGONS
UP ANY STRAY CATTLE BEING UNLOADED
NOW. EVERY DAY.
People Have Become Educated Up
To the Rigid Provisions of
the Law.
Mr. Lycurgus Rice, the official.
stock catcher for the city, finds
things very dull in 'his Line,. as re-
gards rounding up any cattle stray-
ing around lihe streets, but C % Oil at
this he is kept constantly on the
alert, watching out for stock that
may get out on the street.
The people have gotten educated
up to the fact that all stock must
stay up and not roam the public
streets and alleyways, else the own-
ers will be fined. In nunsamans va-
cant lots . cows can be seen
with ropes tightly tied around
' their neck, while the other end is
I attached to some post or stretchedwire. This lets the cow graze within
' a radius of fifty feet, but she cannot
get loose to run at large over the
highways.
1 When the ordinance first went into
effect unscrupulous people would let
their cows out and then if the brutes
were taken up the owner would claim
someone opened the gate or some-
one pulled off the lock. This would
I never work, as they were assessed
!fines in the police court, mug now
all are Lccpiug up their agiitals or
, sending them to the commons in
charge of herders.
—
Judge Gordon Directed Grand Jury
to Thoroughly Investigate Night
Raids at Princeton.
Unprecedented is the rush in the
tobacco busitaess at present as hun-
dreds of wagons can be seen crowded
arottnd the warehouses and rehan-
dling establishments every day wait-
ing their turn .to be unloaded. So
large and numerous are the wagons
tbat other vehicles and pedestraina
can hardly get by where the ware-
houses are, the vehicles blockading
the public thoroughfare.
This is last year's crop that has
been cured and is just now in shape
for the market. The weed is a trite
sample of the Kentucky homegrown
product and the dealers are paying
good prices. It will take several
weeks yet for all the crop to be
gotten to the city and prepared for
shipment.
Princeton Raid.
'lime circuit court has convened at
Princeton, and Judge Fleming Gor-
don gave the grand jury specific in-
structions to !thoroughly investigate
the night raids of Last fall when
riders entered Princeton, dynamited
some of the trust stemmeries and
warehouses, and burned tither) to
the ground. Thecharge of the
judge to the jury in this respect was
very strong, pointed and vigorou:
JACKSON FOUNDRY di MACHINE CO
•
Heavy steam hammer forging',
machinery and boilers repaired,struc-
tura! iron for buildings, mill and
steamboat supplies. Have on hand
second-hand laundry machinery, boil-
er and engine cheap.
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
RIVER NEWS NEW SUPERIN-
River Stages
Cairo, 33.8, rising.
Ohattanooga, 26.9, falling.
Cincinati. 28.6, rising.
Evansville, 234, rising.
Florence, 14.5, rising.
Johnsonville, 23.4, rising
Louisville, moo, rising.
Me. Carmel, 5.3, falling.
Nashville, 38.4, falling.
Pittsburg, 6.5, falling.
St. Louis, 13.9, falling
Mt. Vernon, 24.7, rising.
Paducah, 30.5, rising.
The steamer City of Memphis de-
parts at 5 o'clock this afternoon for
the Tennessee river. She comes
back next Monday night.
The Joe Fowler went to Evansville
yesterday and comes back tomorrow.
The John S. Hopkins comes in to-
day from Clarksville and skips out
right away for /Cashel/le..
The steamer Kentucky comes out
of the Tennessee river late ,tomorrow
night and remains here until five
o'clock Saturday afternoon before
leaving on the return trip.
This morning at 8 o'clock the Dick
Fowler gees out for Cairo, and re-
turns about it o'clock tonight.
The Peters Lee will get to Cincin-
nati tonight and leaves there tomor-
row or Friday on her return this way
for Memphis. She will go down
about next Sunday or Monday at
this point.
The Georgia Lee leaves MentrA
phis today and reaches here Friday
bound up for Cincinnati.
The Inverness has returned 'here
from the Tennessee river for repairs
to her boilers that burned out while
she was en route up that stream af-
ter ties.
The Chattanooga departed yester-
day for the Tennessee river.
Pittsburg coal operators sent nut
nearly 5.00d',000 bushels of coal Mon-
 sate
TENDENT IS---
Continued from Faith Page.)
not being required to do any actual
teaching himselia Mr. Bieckenbach
offererd this as a suggestion for the
balance of the members to think over
by the April meeting, at which time
the principal and professors will be
elected for the school year beginning
next September.
Bulls amounting to $4.466.13, which
iucluded salaries of teachers, were
altowed.
The treasurer's report showed a
balance of $12,368.73 in the school
treasury the first of this month.
The superintendent filed his month-
ly tcport and asked the board to con-
strue for him the rules regarding sus-
pertion, and also the rules about
'keeping out of ichool children with
I or exposed to scarlet fever. In the
rush of other famines% though. his
r.-port was forgotter.
day. making thc biggest day for
rivermen since last December. More
coal will probably be shipped today.
The Monongahela River Consoli-
dated Coal and Coke company sent
out the following tows: Iron 'Age,
24 boats; Tom Dodsworth, i coal-
'moat, 23 barges: Ironsides, z coal-
boat, 11 barges; Sam Clark, 7 coal-
boat,s 17 barges; Henry Lowry, 7
coalboata, IR barges; James Waren,
24 barges; Exporter, 7 boats, 16
barges; a total of 158 pieces. The
People's Coal company sent out 55
barges with the towboats Crescent,
Oakland and G. W. Thomas. The
W. H. Flint went out for the United
Coal company, and the A. R. Budd
and the Reaper of the A. R. Budd
Coal company.
411110•0100... 1116a.
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* PERSONAL MENTION. •
Or
dattett***********4*****““
Ur. Lon Skinner is here from the
East.
Mr. Sol' C. Dryfuss is in Louisville
on business.
MY Felix G. Rudolph returned
yesterday from visiting in Ballard
county, where he owns several valua-
ble farms.
Miss Mary McGuire of Kevil is
visiting Miss Bernice Miller on
South Sixth.
Mrs. Dr. Victor Voris and child
left last evening for Dallas, Texas to
visit.
Rev. T. J. Owen has returned front
visiting his sick daughter-in-laws
Mrs. .Cornelius Owen of Fulton.
Mrr.' Arthur. Knowles and children
are visiting ill Owensboro.
. Mr. and Mrs. M. T. Ritter and
three children of Murphssboro, Ill.,
are visitIng Mrs_ Ritter's parents,
Mr. and Mts. Mike Knowles.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Scott and
child arrive today from Montgomery,
Ala., and will live at 313 North Sixth.,
Mr. J. M. Jones of Clinton is visit-
ing Mr. J. S. Smiley of North Eighth.
Hon. John G. Miller was in Prince-
ton yesterday on business.
Miss Edith Smith of Hillsboro,
Ohio, returned home this morning,
after spending the winter with her
sister, Mts. David. C. Wright.
Rev. David C. Wright left yester-
day for Memphis to deliver some ad-
dresses for the Lenten services being
held by the Brotherhood of St. An-
drew. He returned only Monday
from devoting a week to similar work
at Louisville.
Mr. R. A. Logue, wife, and daugh-
ter Miss Elizabeth, of Mayfield, have
gone home after visiting here.
Manager G. B. Elmore and line
superintendent Samuel Duval of the
Western Union Telegraph office
here yesterday went out to inspect
the line between here and Wickliffe.
Mx. John Thenbald will return the
last of this week from Hot Springs,
A*.
Mr. Aubrey J. Thompaon and wife
West Droadway yesterday went
Anserilla, Texas to reside.
Mr Robert Caldwell has resigned
this place as bookkeeper for B. Weill*
and gone to Fulton to become book-
keeper at the City National bank
there.
Miss Datha Norman of Mayfield
has retuned home alter visiting Mrs
Lawrence Albritton of West Jeffer-
son
Mrs. Maggie Flack and NI's% Rithye
Flack of Mayfield have gone. home,
after visiting here
T 11 Wart! or hers
visiting her husband •A ho is d; at
the I. C. Ito•pital.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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• NEWS IN BRIEF.
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—Last January George Davis came
here from Mayfield and began living
at 118oa Bridge street. There ac-
companied hitn his twin boys, ts
years old, and two younger, one
being ten and the other five. Last
week the father skipped out for parts
unknown, and neigmbors are now
caring for the boys The Charity
club was notified yesterday and the
two youngest ones may be put in the
Home of the Friendless to be cared
for until the twins get big enough
to support the other two.
Charles. the year old son of Mi..
and Mrs. N. WI Feezor of 236 Clem-
ents street, died at 5 o'clock yester-
day afternoon of spinal meningitis,
and the remains wil be taken tomor-
row morning to Elva and buried.
—Ms. and Mrs. T. If. Newton of
Oati South Thirteenth have a new boy
baby.
—Mr. John I). Sr:nth has been ap-
pointed chief clerk at the Eddyville
penitentiary', succeeding Louis P.
Head. Mr. Smith is of the county
and ran for circuit court clerk two
years ago, tying Mr. Joe A. Miller,
who got the place.
—David, the t8-year-old son of Mr.
John Syres, the Mechanicsburg gro-
cer, has been missing since Saturday
night, and it is believed he has struck
out in the world to make his for-
tune, but his parents are uneasy.
—Mr. John Noland, the I. C. rail-
roader, who has only one leg, is get-
ting up a fast amateur team to play
this summer. Although short a leg
he is a crack catcher, playing pro-
fessional ball after losing that limb.
BABY'S FACE IN
TERRIBLE  STATE
Awful Humor Was Eating Away Face
and Ears--Body Mass of Sores
—Three Doctors Tried to Help
Little Sufferer But She Grew
Worse—After Spending Many
Dollars On Doctors and Medicine
CUTICURA CURES IN TWO
WEEKS AT COST OF 75c.
is
"I feel it my duty to parents of other
poor suffering babies to tell you what
Cuticura has done for my little dsoghter.
She brokd out all over Iwr body with •
humor. and we used everything recom-
mended, but without results. I celled In
three doctors. they all claimed they nark'
help her, but she continued to grow
worse. Her body was a maim of meek
and her little face was being eaten
sway. Heri oars looked as if they
•
w
drop Off. Neighbors advised me
*oast Cuticura Soap and Gintnwist. and •
before I had used half at the oaks at
aoacesanied  box of Ointment the eons had
,and my little one's facie and
body were as ok.ar as • new-born babe's.
I would not be without it again It it
cost five dollars, instead of seventy-Owl
cents, which is all it cost no to cure
our baby, after spending many dollars
on doctors and niedicinee without any
beoeflt whatever. Mrs. George J.
States, 701 Coburn St., Akron, Ohio,
Aug. 30, 1006."
ITCHING TORTURES
Speedily Cured
by Cuticura
A warm bath with
Cutreura Soap and a
singie application of
Cuticurs Ointment, the
great Skin Cure, will
afford immediate rebel,
permit rest and sleep,
and point to a weedy
currof themost distress-
ing forms of torturing.
humors. etsreensis, letters,
andirritationsot infants.
and adult. when all other rens.
digs Ind me physacrian•faiL
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STEVENS TAKES PLACE
OF SHONTS IN PANAMA
Official Ordei lashad in Washington
to Keep award Straight.
Washington, D. C., March 5—As
T. P .Sborsts' term as chairman of
the canal commission expired today,
an official order was issued appoint-
ing Stevens to that place formally.
This was to keep the record straight.
Mr Stevens has resigned, but he
had been appointed chairman of the
commission pending the expiration of
the term of Shonts. Lieutenant
Colonel Goethe!, Was appointed a
member of the canal cominission and
it is anderstood his salary will be
$15.000 per annum. He will be in
charge of the work about April vs,
as he sails from New York April 6.
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